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Rockland, Maine, Saturday, November 14, 1936
IS NOT WAILING

Bay State Marine Biologist Editors Explain Fiasco, As John Hamilton, Pointing To
Agrees With Feyler on
17,000,000 Votes, Says
Far As Possible For Any
Lobster Propagation
Republicans Not Through
body To Explain

OBSERVING 25TId ANNIVERSARY
........
................... . ■1

Copper Kettle Has Made Great Strides Since It
Started On Limerock Street

Volume 91................ Number 137.

“SHIP AHOY!” MADE PORT

Fund Benefit Musical Comedy

Complete accord with the Depart
Breaking a silence he has main
The Literary Digest whose 16-year
ment of Sea and Shore Fisheries and record for accurate forecasting of tained since the election, John D.
Commissioner Feyler in the artificial election results was wrecked in the Hamilton, chairman of the Republic
Rockland High School talent has cis Havener) made a comedy duo to
Twenty-five years ago Mrs. Ava W. occupied for the winter, with several
rearing of lobsters was expressed by Roosevelt landslide, answers ques
an National Committee, announced
“
year
around"
occupants.
again
struck twelve in musical write home about. Leighton White
Ernest W. Barnes, biologist of Marine tioners of its straw-vote methods ln
Lawry and daughter Beulah leased
made a slick count and Virginia Oray
In
1929
extensive
additions
were
Tuesday
that
he
intended
to
draw
comedy,
this time with the ThursdayFisheries of State of Massachusetts. an article bo be published Saturday
the lower story of the Sprague build made to The Copper Kettle, which
was excellent in the character aunt
the Republican lines of battle for
Ranked as one of the world's great with another question:
Friday production of “Ship Ahoy" who finally landed the consul, Rich
was
remodelled
into
the
present
struc

ing
on
Limerock
street,
equipped
it
est authorities on shellfish. Biologist
"So what?”
the 1940 Presidential campaign.
ture, giving to the family a very com presented for the benefit of the Par ard Ellingwood. Edward Peaslee was
Barnes *told Commissioner Feyler
"So we were WTOng." Thc Digest
Optimistic on Republican prospects as a modern dining room, and for a fortable apartment house of nine ent-Teacher Association Milk Fund. a dignified Capt Busberry and Mary
that, "your plans are entirely feasible answers, "although we did everything
he made it clear he would not permit sign suspended a copper colored kettle rooms.
"Ship Ahoy” introduces its char Havener's characterization of Peggy
** and practical."
we knew to assure ourselves of being
♦
Be true to your own highest *•
acters aboard the good ship "Bell the waitress spoke well for BeU
over
the
main
entrance.
In
1931
the
Lounge
was
built
to
betcontrol
of
the
party
to
pass
from
the
"I have long believed that the won right."
— convictions.
—William
Ellery
Santo’’ enroute to the country of Santo.
As to whether it will change Its hands if men who have managed its
Channing
••• derful lobster growing areas along
that name. It appears that the
At last night’s performance the
♦
the Maine coast should be supple methods in future election years. The 1 affairs since Governor Landon was
daughter of the American Consul to cast showed its appreciation of the
mented by artificial rearing inasmuch Digest says "Well cross that bridge nominated at the Cleveland convenBell Santo, engaged to a bogus count efforts of Miss Cross in the presenta
as the temperature of the water is when we come to it." As an answer tion last June.
MRS. IFEMEY CORRECTS
has disappeared and her brother tion of a handsome gift amid the
rather low for satisfactory develop- bo the question of whether it will
goes thither in search of her accom vigorous applause of a large audi
First of all, he said emphatically
We wish to correct the statement men of lobsters through the larval conduct another poll, the article says:
panied by his sweetheart and her ence. The proceeds of "Ship Ahoy"
"Should
the
Democratic
Party
have
,
that
hc
had
no
intention
of
resigning
made in this paper that the family of j stages," he said.
protesting aunt. Aboard ship is dis will be about $200 to be deoted to tho
Biolcgist Barnes was instrumental j quit in 1924 when it reached a mod as national chairman. He said head■Wesley Ifemey does not blame Mr
covered the missing sister who falls Milk Fund.
Ware for the tragedy of Oct. 31. The in establishing the Connecticut sta- j ern low ebb? Should the Republican quarters would be reopened soon ln
violently in love with tlie friend of
In addition to the principals were
tion
at
iNoank
which
is
highly
suei
Party
have
quit
in
1912
when
it
car1
accident occurred on a bright moon
Washington and party machinery
her
brother
and
after
many
musical
the
dancers—Harriet Wooster, Vir
light night, on a road where there is cessful. He has offered his services j tied only two states?"
would be set In motion for thc next
misadventures their pathway smooths ginia Haskell, Barbara Murray, Nor
nothing to obstruct the view of a to the State of Maine, free of charge, I After pointing out four previous
out. Prime Minister Rundatti of ma Havener, Barbara Derry, Jean
driver.
Mrs. Wesley Ifemey.
in helping to get the proposed station Digest polls “were right," the article campaign. >
Bell Santo is aboard spying on the Clukey, Maizie Joy. Ruth Pike, Mary
!
“
I
don
’
t
intend
that
the
next
na

disputes several “familiar’ explana
into successful operation.
bogus count and his efforts are suc- Egan. Ruth Thomas, Kathleen Chase,
tions of its error this year and de tional chairman shall have to start
oessful
through the hilarious efforts, Dorothy Sherman, Maxine Perry,
clares it is still trying to find out from the bottom three months before
WITH THF BOWLERS
of a lanky American Herb and the Virginia Rackliff, Bernice Havener,
why
It
indicated
a
Landon
victory
in
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17
! election," he said.
diminutive valet Boris.
: Anna Pellicane. Catherine Delano
the face of the Roosevelt landslide.
I. O. O. F. Hall. School St. Rockland
The Water Company got another
“Ship Ahoy" was an exceptionally ' and Josephine Pellicane.
The Digest says "We had no stake
“Maybe I'm overly optimistic,” he
Corned Beef, Vegetables
| ducking at the Star Alleys last night,
Pie
Doughnuts
Coffee
enjoyable entertainment admirably
Chorus — Mary Dodge, Arlene
in the result other than the wish to sai<*> “but 1 think that from an orThe cosy comer known as The Copper Kettle
Admison 35c. Served 11 o'clock To 1 losing by 104 pins to the John Bird preserve our well-earned reputation ganization standpoint we are long
presented with a verve and finish Sproul, Nancy Snow, Ruth Packard,
Public Supper at 6—25c
Co. Snow had high total but was for scrupulous bookkeeping."
sight better off, despite our defeat,
And in this manner was bom an in ter accommodate the traveling public that reflected credit alike on players Louralne Rich, Ruth Rogers. Ruth
nosed out for high string by Fred
Contention that Digest ballots did than we have been in many Jcok. stitution which had a humble start, and local guests who came to tarry and the efficient coach, Mils Ade- Oliver, Evangeline Murray, Angelina
i Winslow, who k. o.'d 104 pins. The
-___ ’ Never has there been a better spirit j but persisted through its own merit a while. This year a small bit of laide Cross. The dancing and sing D'Agostino. Ethel Hayes, Eleanor
not reach the “_______
so-called_____
‘have-not
summary:
' strata" who in the 1936 election were among the workers than there was until today "The Copper Kettle" is renovating has provided quarters for ing choruses were well received espe Ames, Dorothy Frost, Nathalie Ed
John Bird Co.—Snow 298. F. Wins
reported “all on one side," is denied when we went to bat in this election.
cially the group in the minuet.
wards, Marlon Ludwick. Sylvia Hayes,
low 2817. Pitts 344. Jordan 273. Mason In the article. It holds that the Of course, the defeat went far beyond almost as widely known as The Samo the Hat Shop of Miss Sarah Linnell,
Felice Perry as Mary Ann, the Frances Hatch, Virginia Tyler, Pa
who was long associated with the
set Hotel at Rockland Breakwater.
1 281. total 1383
President received majorities from all party lines. It was the American
A newly renovated house—all mod
daughter, Roy Joyce as Jack. Victoria tricia Allen, Ruth Rhodes, Hester
In July of the following year The Fuller-Cobb Co. of other days.
j' Water Company—M. Winslow 264,
strata. “The fact remains," it states, people voting affirmation of the Copper Kettle of lamerock street had
ern, with garage, located in the
Anastasio as Dotty and Donald Hatch, Suzanne Perry, Viola Wey
In
spite
of
these
many
changes,
and
■ A. Winslow 245. Curtis 283, C. Wins “that (besides the have-nots’) a policies of President Roosevelt.”
heart of the city—to let at—
outgrown its modest quarters, and the long period of years they covered, Marriner as Mary Ann’s handsome mouth. Richard Havener, Edward
low 257. Simmons 260. total 1279.
majority of farmers, doctors, grocers , Some one asked him if he thought the proprietors leased the residence The Copper Kettle today is under the brother shared honors in lead roles Storer, James Hayes, 'Oeorge Robi
and candlestick makers also voted the party was through as an effective of Miss Josephine Thorndike on same active management and owner with a number of effective songs, ad shaw. Jack Huke, Fred Blackman,
$16 per month
for the President.”
political organization.
School street, acquiring that property ship as when it began on Limerock mirably done, which were applauded Milton Rollins, Harold Heal, Elmer
ALAN L. BIRD
Furthermore, the article asserts
“Not when more than 17.000,000
street. Closely associated with that to the echo. Tlie bearded prime Lufkin, Earl Sukeforth, Clarence
by purchase in 1914.
that ballots reached every registered v°te thelr convictions and with more
TEL. 130,
ROCKLAND
Three years later the residence of management and of valuable assist minister was Gordon Richardson and Childs, Richard Karl, Richard Barn135-137
voter in Allentown. Penn., and other than 480.000 persons contributing to Misses Helen and Imogene Pierce on ance for many years is Mrs. Bessie his valet Boris (Reginald MacLaugh- ard. Henry Dodge, Albert Winchencities every other registered voter in the campaign," he replied. Later he the Limerock street side of The Cop French whose co-operation and inter lln)Rnd the ever .present Herb (Fran- bach and James Harding.
Scranton, and every third in Chi- said:
per Kettle was bought, for the pur est are gratefully recognized by the
“I can't fall over and wail against
I cago and yet the results from these
pose of being remodelled into apart proprietors and well known to the
towns were "as badly off as we were the wall when the Republican party ments and sleeping rooms. The late patrons.
becomes
the
minority
party,
the
on the national total.”
In honor of the 25th anniversary
Mrs. Sidney M. Bird and the lata
“In 1928." the article continued, "in Democratic party was the minority Mrs. Sarah Celeste Wood were the The Copper Kettle is putting on a
Chicago, we underestimated the! for three-quarters of a century.
special chicken dinner at a nominal
first occupants of the apartments.
' Democratic vote by a little more than Under the American form of governThe march of progress continued price, from 11.30 to 2 p. m., and dur
1 s nercent overestimated the Republl- ment, and the two-party system,
LT
by “me margim
! there is a place for a militant, vigi- j
*»1
* ing that period, there will be music
by an instrumental trio.
the
corner
of
School
and
Union
streets
“We wondered then as we have lant minority.
Incidentally, one suspects, the pro
“And by that I don’t mean a min was thoroughly renovated and remod
; wondered before and have wondered
When Everyone Will Live the Golden Rule. W ill It
prietors
will be kept busy answering
elled
into
nine
kitchenette
apart

! since, why we were getting better co ority that is backing and hamstring
A most gratifying interest is mani nate to have as its general chairman
ments, all of which are permanently congratulations.
ing
the
majority.
It
means
we
are
Come Through Politics, Ethics, Civic
operation in what we have always re
fest citywide in the great effort the Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood and the two
garded as a public service from Re going to guard the principles we be
Religion or What?
community is embarking upon in the divisions will work toward the com
publicans than we were getting from lieve ln. Those principles were con
mon end of equipping the building as
equipping of the splendid Community
Democrats. Do Republicans live near- tained in our platform and In the
was done by the old Community and
Don’t Miss This One
Building which is nearing completion School Improvement Association
| er mail boxes? Do Democrats gener speeches of the major candidate.
“
I'm
not
going
down
to
Washing

ally
disapprove
of
straw
polls?"
at
the corner of Limerock and Union which bought and built Rockland's
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15—7.30 P. M.
The article also discounts the ar ton to hamstring the President, or
streets.
$15,000 Community Park.
gument that "we sampled too many urge Republican members of Con
ROCKLAND
The Mayor and Building Commit
The organization now in process of
GRAND ARMY HALL,
voters." pointing out that the Balti- gress to do so. It wouldn't do any
137*It
tee, representing the city, and the formation will cease to function as
I more Sunpapers poll “a lot nearer body any good. If the principles of
directors of the defunct Rockland soon as the plant is equipped. It will
I right in Maryland," went to many the President differ from mine. I am
YMCA, (which provided the funds have nothing to do with the conduct
going to say so in my own weak way.
I more persons.
The forecasters are busy telling us fur bearing animals have put on necessary to start the structure) have or operating of Community Building,
That's all."
what the coming winter is going to heavy coats, so winter will be late worked closely with Federal authori- which will be controlled probably by
NOTICE!
In the Immediate future he said he
Auspices of Huntley-IIill Post, V. F. W.
too Real old-fashioned winter won't ties until tho $75,000 building is com- a board of governors representing the
intended to maintain primarily con- be like, and heading the list ls E. B.
put in an appearance until Febru plete except for interior finishing. It , YM.C.A. directors, the city, schools,
Music by DOUG VINAL’S DANCE BAND
taots with men in the party and men ! Rideout, the well known meteoiolois hoped to have the main auditorium organizations, churches and business
ary.”
Dancing 8.30 to 12
137'It
in the field, "who worked so loyally
who broadcasts daily from Rainterests.
Admission—Ladies 25c, Men 35c.
Courteous Attendants
Other hunches a la Bennett: Swift ready for ust before Christmas.
with us and for us.'
dio Station WEEI.
This brings to the fore the immedi
Many extremely Interesting proj
: changes every few days for the next
It was his own belief that recent Rideout formerly connected with
UNION, ME.
month; storms in quick succession, ate necessity for the citizens to raise ects for the new organization have
November 15 1.00 P. M. defeat could not have been averted the U. S. Weather Bureau, claims a but nothing serious; high velocity the funds necessary to equip this long been broached and are actually in
i by any organization work or cam- record
135-137
of successful long-range winds.
i desired public auditorium and com- process of arranging. A fevival of the
j paign strategy; that the Roosevelt weather forecasts for the past 10
Bennett’s fame did not suffer by j munity center which has come as an famous Community Food Fair, a Cornvictory went far beyond party lines. years.
outright gift to Rockland. Conse- j munity Automobile Show, basketball
the fact that he was the only local
Call in and let us show you our beautiful
"Look out for December this year," seer to predict the severe winter of quently John M. Richardson, a mem games with popular teams such as
SEE THE WORKERS:
says
Rideout. “December will be 1933-34. But he does not claim that ber of the building committee, has former Coach Sezak's outfit from
Water and Drain Pipes
line of
J more than usually cold with the cold his weather forecasts are not sub-! been drafted to head up the move Fairhaven, Mass., a series of dances, a
Renewed
j Committees Named For Annual Fair est period somewhere between the
ment which will probably set its goal revival of the original .Forty Club
ject to change.
Cesspools and Septic Tanks
To Be Given by S. U. V. Auxiliary 9th and 17 In Maine. New Hampshire,
at $7500.
Minstrels with the original cast and
• • • •
Cellars Repaired, White
A call for volunteers for the com a grand dedication are some of the
Vermont and central and western
Meanwhile what has become of
washed
Committees appointed for the an Massachusetts. Another exception John Moulaison
the goosebone mittee of 21 has met with such re activities proposed by men's and
sponse that a permanent organization women's groups. It is of course a
nual fair given by the Auxiliary to ally cold period will come from weather prophet in our own city?
Cement Work
will be completed early next week and pleasant possibility that certain
Anderson Camp S. of U. V. at Grand Christmas to New Year’s day. The
an operating corporation formed to firms or clubs may assume the task
Army hall Dec. 2 are:
month probably will be the coldest
WAS DESPONDENT
No finer cards are offered anywhere at
TEL. 1187-R,
ROCKLAND, ME.
simplify the raising of funds. The of furnishing some room or section to
Aprons—Carrie Winchenbaugh. Ida of the winter.
137*lt
women's division is extremely fortu- bear their group name.
Huntley. Frances Morse, Stella Mc“January will bring more rain and
Vinalhaven Woman Long In
these prices
Rea, Josephine Lothrop, Sarah snow but will be warmer. The flrst
Ill Health Commits Suicide
Thomas. Lizzie Simmons, Eliza month of 1937 will be the direct op
' People's service, and the fourth will
' NIGHT SERVICES
Plummer.
' be open to variation from month to
posite of December, with dry and
Qenuine £nqrave<)
In Carver’s Pond
Vegetables—Minnie Smith, Elura warmer temperatures at the outset.
Are To Be Resumed To , month.
Search Thursday night for Mrs
a -i y-i
1 ! 11 has been many years since eveHamlin, Emma Douglas, Doris Win In mid-January there will be con
morrow At Cong 1 Church njng services were held in this church,
Al Tbs Lowssl Price* la KUtoryl
chenbaugh, Olive Crockett, Mary siderable snow in central and north Mary Ann Ross, missing from her
Rogers, Evelyn St. Clair, Gladys ern New England, with more than home in Vinalhaven, resulted ln the
—Interesting Programs
jand the present plans are for the
Visiting Cards
Hamlin.
------winter months only
average rainfall in southern portions. finding of the body in Carver’s Pond,
100 paneled cards, choice ol 4
PEERLESS CHRISTMAS FOLDERS
Bfeginnirig tomorrow regular services 1
__________ _
Utility Table — Nellie Achorn. The usual January thaw will set in
sizes and 30 styles of engraving,
where she had apparently taken her
PLATE INCLUDED, only — $1.65
Gladys Thomas, Velma Marsh, Allie during the last 10 days of the month.
smart
.
exquisite
stock
Designs definitely new .
will be held every Sunday night at YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Blackington. Nellie McKinney. Eliza
"February will see considerable own life while other members of the
Wedding Announcements
made to order.
folder style .
the
Congregational Church. The beth Murray, Florence Young, Nellie precipitation during the first weeks family wer» temporarily absent from
or Invitations
If I had my life to Uve again 1 wonld
have made a rule to read some poetry
On
white
or
Ivory
stock
—
wed

McKay.
but the latter part will be exception the house. She had long been de time will be 7.30, and the services will and
50 of one design,
$1.00
listen to some music at least one*
ding or plate finish. Inside and
Grabs—Margaret Paladino, Belle ally dry .
The lotz of these tastes Is a
spondent over ill health.
be of quite varied nature. Tomorrow, alossweek.
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
50 assorted, 4 designs,
$1.25
Bowley, Mrs. Harmon, Anne Alden,
"March will come in like a lion and
CLUDED _________________ $8.9$
Making the trip late at night in a
Hattie Merrifield, Susie Newbert, go out like a lamb with temperature Coast Guard boat Sheriff C. Earle being the first of the series, will be of
A FAITHFUL DOG
Social
Stationery
Susie Karl, Catherine Libby.
and precipitation above average. Ludwick and Medical Examiner H. devotional nature, beginning with a My merry-hearted comrade on a day
With envelopes to match, and including
Special styles for men and women.
Cooked Food and Candy—Mae Rain and snow will increase decided J. Weisman investigated the case, a
Gave over all hls mirth, and went away
A choice of lovely colors, mono
good old-fashioned hymn-sing for 15 Upon the darksome Journey I must face
your name on each card
grams and styles of engraving,
Cross. Emma Hall. Millie Thomas, ly as the month progresses."
Some time as well. Each hour I miss hts
verdict of death by suicide being rend
PLATE INCLUDED______________
or 20 minutes. A feature will also be
grace,
Bessie Church, Millie Coombs, Flora
A New York Guess
ered by the latter.
$2.25, $3.9$ and up.
Hls meek obedience and hls constancy
Ulmer, Jennie Wilson, Lillian Cot
The season for winter weather
Never
again wlll he look up to me
The deceased, a native of Scotland, a solo by Mrs Nettie Bird Frost. The
We do not send samples by mail
With loyal eyes, nor leap for my caress
Business Stationery
ton. Mary Jordan,
prognosticators now being open, Wil was the wife of James Ross, who sur
services will be of about one hour
?ne who wished not to be masterless:
500 business cards or Hammermill
Beano—Mae Reed, Doris Ames, liam Lloyd Bennett, Gibsonville, vives her, together with one son, Ly
And never shall I hear hls pleading bark
Bond
letterheads,
PLATE
IN
duration.
Outside the door, when all the ways
Mary Sylvester, Ruth Rogers. Evan N. Y. weather seer, came forward ford W. Ross of Vinalhaven; and
grow dark.
CLUDED, only____________$7.95
Now is the time to buy while the stock is
geline Murray, Marguerite Johnson, Wednesday with his annual predic three daughters, Miss Elizabeth Ro»
Nov. 22 Prof. Marion J. Bradshaw i Blddl"?^.
the h°usefolk gather close Insiae.
Evangeline Sylvester, Annie Denni tions.
of Vinalhaven, and Mrs. Harold Arey of Bangor will give his illustrated lec- I! seems a cruel thlhg, since he has died.
complete
To make hls memory small, or deem It
son. Priscilla Smith, Altena Athearn.
Said Bennett:
and Miss Lillian Ross of Boston. Mrs. ture on "India, Her People and Her | _
sln
'
To reckon such a mate as less than kin.
“
The
Indians
used
to
say:
“
Thun

Ross was a member of the Eastern
Postage 10c additional on each box
Problems," with Thibet also included.1 O faithful follower. O gentle friend.
der in the fall, no winter at all’."
Star.
If thou art missing at the Journey's end.
The first meeting of each month' Whate'er of Joy and solace there I find
There has been considerable thun
Unshared by these I left so far behind.
will be of devotional nature, the sec The gladness will be mixed with tears,
der this fall, he noted, and the
I trow.
aborigines were never known to slip
ond a series of lectures on "World My little crony of the long ago!
WEDNESDAY EVE, NOV. 25
For
how
could heaven be home-llke,
up
on
this
one.
He
continued:
Used
Furniture^!
1 Peoples and World Problems," by vari-,
with the door
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
REAPWAMTAPtl
Fast-locked
against a loved one, ever"Withered
leaves
sticking
to
the
i
ous
distinguished
speakers,
the
third
Auspices Kiwanis Underprivileged Child Committee
more?
i meeting each month a special Young j
trees mean a late spring. But few
—Richard Burton ,

Subscriptions 13.00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
ln 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

HARVEST DINNER

FINE HOME TO LET

READ THE ADS

gsufcTnoneq

PUBLIC SPIRIT IS AROUSED

“THE COMING AGE OF
BROTHERHOOD”

Keen Interest In Equipping New Building—
Mrs. Ellingwood To Head Women’s Division

THEY SEE MILD WINTER

But E. B. Rideout Warns Against December—
New York Man’s Hunch

Opening Dance, K. P. Hall, Tonight, Sat.

SHOOT
HAPPY HOLLOW

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

12forJ1.00lo50‘or$1.00

STATIONERY

The Courier-Gazette

THE COURIER GAZETTE

THANKSGIVING CHARITY BALL

I

ROCKPORT
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I will give thee the treasures of
darkness and bidden riches of secret
places. —Isaiah 45: 3.

Robert Bettencourt, four-year-old
son of Mrs. Alice Bettencourt, who
has been a patient at Community
Hospital for several weeks as result
of injuries received when struck by
an automobile, is showing marked
improvement, although it will be
sometime yet before he will be able
to leave that institution.
Mr and Mrs. R. L. Jones of Rockland are at the home of their son-inlaw and daughter. Mr and Mrs. Hans
Heistad for the winter.

CHRISTMAS CLUB
1937

At The High School
(By the Pupils)

!
!

Parents and friends are Invited to
attend the evening sessions on next
NO LITTLE “Z”
Wednesday and Thursday evenings.
There will be a half hour assembly
Is Going To Curtail Our Ad
program followed by periods 8. 2, and
3, in the Senior High Wednesday,
miration and Friendship
I
and an assembly program and the
ForlMr. Nimrod
' j.egujar (Thursday morning periods
in junior high on Thursday evening
(Isaak W Nimrod in the Press Herald)
w ** * *
The Rockland Courier-Gazette
Maynard Porter has arrived from
Eleanor Johnson a popular memin acknowledging its recent slip
Ba'.iimore. to spend a few days with
senior class left Thursday
in printing a recipe for cooking
his family.
J
^jp^ng fOr New York where she
CLASSES
pheasants, admits regretfully that
Mrs. Cora Upham. Mrs. Nina Car- ' wln reside. Her address will be 555
there arc hunters in Knox County
.23
Per
Week
roll.
Mrs. Mary Spear and Mrs. Annie ocean avenue, Brooklyn. Ci Mrs.
who are too fast on the draw to
Spear
will be in charge of the supper Larsen. Eleanor ls a member of the
be aiding in the conservation of
.30 Per Week
Tuesaay which will precede the in- National Honor Society and has
that beautiful bird.
1.00 Per Week
spection of Harbor Light Chapter heid an enviable scholastic record
And then they pull a fast one on
O.E.S. D.D.GM. Leah Davis will be throughout her course. The fresh2.00 Per Week
me. They ask why, in borrowing the
the inspecting officer and Grace man class also regrets the departure
plumage of the famed Mr. Walton j
5.00 Per Week
Chapter of Thomaston will be special of a younger sister, Myrtle Johnson,
as part of my by-line, I do not spell
guests.
who has been a popular member of
“Isaak" with a “z" instead of an
Mrs.
Myra
Hallowell
of
Edgartown
'
that
class.
“s" as the early angling authority did. (
Mass , and Frank Silva of Vineyard
• « i •
Now. I ask you. is that a fair come
Haven, Mass, have returned home
Convalescent letters have been sent
back? When all I ever knew about j
after a visit with Mrs. Maynard by the Junior Business Training
the old gentleman is that he once
Porter. They were accompanied by j Classes to Priscilla McGraw who is
wrote a book telling how fish could
Mrs. Silva and children who have recovering from an appendix operabe caught with artificial flies then ad
been visiting here for two months tion at Knox Hospital and to Lewis
mitted that the last one he landed
and by Mrs. Olive Whittier, who will Mazzeo who is there for treatment,
was taken on the still-popular lure
be a guest at the Silva home and
• • • •
known as ground hackle.
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
also visit in Boston.
Gracing Miss Hughes' room is a
I have, it seems, done the great
man a grave injustice and I am
The senior class R.H S. will presen: new bulletin board, made in the
duly grateful for the correction.
a three-act comedy "Mamma’s Baby manual training department.
It
The name under which these des
Boy" in the near future. Tryout for stands on the floor and its slats make
patches are written will, however,
the parts was held Thursday. •
it very convenient for display work
continue to be spelled with an
Mrs. Beulah Blakley, daughter Colonial booklets made by the 7th
“s." My head is bloody but still
Barbara Richardson and Alice Me- £rade members were displayed on It
unbowed.”
Donald left Friday for a weekend thls week.
(The facile author of the Press Her
motor trip to Eastport and Canada
Troop 203, ts hiking today to its
ald's interesting department has this
At the former place they will be
camp where good times are always
paper's full permission to continue
guests
of
Mrs.
Carl
Stover.
bv Cliff Ladd
enjoyed. A drive for membership ls
spelling his name Isaak instead of
Louis Lane of Portland was a caller now
on by thls
Izaak. despite the preponderance of
Thursday at the home of his uncle.
• • • •
authority in favor of the latter. A
Capt. George W. Lane
Marian Fernald has assisted Prinsmall matter like a ”z’’ isn't gyng to Political bear-baiting takes a form , Mounted Police in great numbers
Francis Gilbert, who has been ciPal Blaisdell ln the office this week,
stand in the way of our newspaper here that Is novel to Maine folks, tried unsuccessfully to keep the
crowds in check.
spending a few days in town, refriendship.—Ed.]
the last days before the polls closed
A new sound moving picture ma
• • • •
turned Friday to Utica, N. Y.
saw political activities festering all
chine, an animatophone. has been
Adenda:
Few
people
know
there's
Herbert Crockett and Evelyn
ENCOURAGE STUDENTS
purchased and will be used for the
over town. A few passing observa an Indian reservation on Manhat
Carver returned Thursday from a
That Is the Policy In Department tions—extemporaneous speakers mak tan. it's hidden in the trees at In two-weeks' visit with her aunt, Mrs first time at the evening session
Wednesday and Thursday evenings.
of English At U. of M.
ing two-minute speeches in trolley wood Park on the northernmost tip of John Donlan in Waltham. Mass.
This machine will enable the school
the island. A peanut sign is being
cars. A 1925 flag bedecked Dodge
Mrs. Charles Dillingham and Miss t0
SU£h film subjecU M all coun.
Encouragement and assistance to
placed under the prominent Chevro
bjography entertainment,
students who need help and advance sedan loaded with costumed negro let sign in Times Square. Clocks in Jessie Hosmer of Camden went
ment for abler writers among fresh children screaming “vote for Roose the lobby of the "News" building in Thursday for a weekend visit in foreign talking history, industry, nature, religion, science sports and
men is the policy of the department velt.” going down Wall Street—Har dicate the hour in some 25 major 3051011
Mrs. Walter Lermond is a patient transportation.
of English at the University of lem influencing the money changers cities over the globe. Count Von
at Knox Hospital.
• • • •
of (Maine, as outlined by Prof. Albert
vote! Thousands lining lower Broad Luckner's famous “Set Raider" is tied
Mr
and
Mrs,
Albert
U.
Rhodes
enNext
Friday
at 1.30 p. m. Elliot
M. Turner at the recent state teach
way waiting for Roosevelt to pass up Just downtown from George
ers' meeting.
tertained as guests Sunday Mr. and dames of the Pitt F. Parker ComWashington
Bridge
Hotel
Astor
has
while a truck goes up and down
Por first-year students who might
Mrs John Dyer. Mrs. Herbert Dyer pany wU1 give an unusual entertaindroning “Vote for Landon." from its been cleaned outside, it looked bet
fail and have to repeat the required
and son Royce, and Mrs . Merle ment of Utluid air demonstrations ln
loud speaker. Bands marching up ter black and sooty. Fifth Avenue
course in composition, the depart
Hurd, all of Palermo and Mr. and
asscmb'y hall. He was for two
has
new
streamline
buses.
The
old
and down playing loudly and carry
years at a Century of Progress, Hall
ment has organized small groups,
ing banners. A million tickets given gentlemen who have broughams and Mrs. Walter Campbell of South of Science, and Ls expected to pre
never more than six. for tutorial aid
hansoms to hire for drives in Central Portland.
on individual difficulties. Two sec out for each of the two major rallies
sent enjoyable and startling experi
Park, seem to do a fair business
Baptist Church: John W. Hyssong,
in
Madison
Square
Garden,
which
tions are devoted especially to as
ments with simple explanations.
Their
equipment
is
spotless,
the
pastor: Morning worship at 11; sub
• • » »
sisting students weak in spelling, holds 5000 people Pamphlets under
horses shiny and their cockaded plug ject. “The Regathering of Israel—
Monday the 5th period Ancient
while four divisions work on funda our door, handbills thrust into our
hats jauntier this year than last. What Does It Mean?" Bible School History class listened to another in
mentals. The sections are handled hands, speakers exhorting on the
Auto show opens this week
! at 12, with classes for all ages; teresting lecture by Rexford Daniels
by seniors of outstanding ability, who tubes, loudspeakers bawling from
Cliff Ladd ) Christian Endeavor at 6 p. m. The of Camden. This time Mr. Daniels
trucks,
bands,
rallies,
and
ballyhoo
—
are guided by an experienced in
514 W 211th St., N. Y. C.
young people are urged to be present delved more deeply into the fields of
structor in the department and by a but over all a very definite lack of
' for a special business meeting. De astronomy and geology. The class
(
appeal
to
reason.
The
speakers
member of the faculty of education.
votional service will be led by Mrs. agreed that this was the most inter
Those students who have no dif yelled "Vote for Landvelt"—not "Vote
Geraldine Dow. At 7 p. m. Gospel esting lecture Ancient History has
ficulties in the elements of correct for Landvelt because—
• • * •
message, subject, "Ambassadors for provided thus far. It is hoped that
writing and in addition show| God ."
j For the past two years we have
imagination and style, are given the
Mr. Daniels may be called upon to
Methodist Church: Z Andrews, recount in the near future other in
opportunity to anticipate the re mentioned Macy's Thanksgiving Pa
minister: Sunday services beginning teresting and valuable facts from hls
quired sophomore course in composi rade describing it briefly. We shall
with the church school. At the seemingly inexhaustable supply.
tion and history of English litera again this year. Macy's is a depart
• • • •
' morning service of worship. S. T.
ture. Satisfactory work in the course ment store, the largest, we guess, in
As tlie churches and ministers are
, Constantine of Rockland will be
permits the students as sophomores the world. You dash about on es
guest soloist. At the 7 p. m. service helping, at the suggestion of Supei
to take course usually only open to calators. you buy furniture, you see
a doctor or buy rare paintings or do
juniors.
Earle Achorn will preside and Clay lntendent Cumming, in the observa
tion of Education Week, attention is
ton Smith will be the speaker
The students who are selected for most anything, we guess. Anyway
these special groups are selected there's a Thanksgiving Day Parade
Chester Pascal returned Thursday brought to this fact so that pupils
may climax the week by attending
shortly after the opening of the col and it features Tony Sarg's balloons.
from a short visit ln Boston.
lege year on the basis of a spelling They are fashioned into popular
The annual Christmas sale and ’.heir respective church services
test and the two first assigned figures like Mickey Mouse, Donald
supper of the Methodist Ladies’ Aid Sunday morning. The theme for
Duck and Pop Eye. There are
themes.
that day is “Education for Charac
will be held Dec. 2 at the vestry.
bands and floats and clowns and ad
The Trytohelp Club will meet ter.”
• • • •
vertising. The Parade starts at 110th
Monday night at the home of Mrs.
PRIZE WINNING POEM
Announcement cards have been
St. which is Cathedral Parkway, St.
Lena Tominski with Miss Mildred
John Divine, and go to Macy's at
Graffam as hostess. Plans will be selected this week by the seniors for
’Twas Daphne Winslow’s First But
34th St. some five miles away.
discussed for the annual birthday
It “Took the Cake”
Thanksgiving Day we shall go and
party Nov. 23.
Miss Daphne Winslow, of the Frye see it again and report on it to you.
Miss Ruby Thorndike has been
burg Academy faculty, and daughter Frankly, we'd go see it anyway.
visiting relatives in Rockland for a
• • • •
few days.
of Mrs. Clarence Rollins of this city,
We indulged in a favorite pastime
wrote the prize winning poem in the
Mrs. Clayton Smith of Mlilbridge
contest conducted by the Portland —a trip on the Staten Island Ferry.
arrived
Thursday to spend the re
Z7
<•> ■?>
Sunday Telegram (Nov. 8). The poem From Bowling Green, the playground
mainder of the week with Mr. Smith
which is Miss Winslow's first, has all of old Peter Stuyvesant, to Staten
at the home of Mrs. Mildred Colby,
the merits of a “veteran," her love Island. Bowling Green, with its
Mechanic street.
of the ocean and the State of Maine, thousands of pigeons and peanut and
• • • »
in contest stores
and the marked contrast of peace pretzel vendors, with its Aquarium
Plans for Sailboat Fleet
and storm being well expressed in and fireboats and crowds of sight
A meeting for all interested in
seers. You put a nickel in the turn One vote with every 25c
the lines which follow:
forming a fleet of the small Moth
stile and the ferry takes you past
<$> 3> $ ■$>
I KNOW
International
Class sailboats has
Governor
s
Island,
the
harbor
cavalry
I know the peace of dusk In Maine
Trade At Contest Stores
Cool lapping of waves on a sanded shore post—past the steamer lanes where
been called for next Wednesday night
The floating sea-gulls afar;
at Town Hall.
The musical note of the bending pine i at any hour you can see great ships,
PERRY'S MAIN ST. MARKET
In a zephyr, mute and calm.
The first of the expected fleet is
|
of
all
flags,
entering
the
harbor
The swaying of shadows on close-cut
PERRY'S PARK ST. MARKET
lawns.
now on display at Town hall. This
1 laden with goods and people—past
The chirp of a whippoorwill.
GREGORY’S
b«at was recently completed and on
The soothing beauty of mountain haze. old lady Liberty, fifty years old this
The murmur of woodland stream.
JOHNSTON'S
DRUG STORE
a test sail last Sunday aroused the
week
and
green
with
all
her
years
in
I know the peace of dusk ln Maine.
enthusiasm of her watchers.
the salty air—past all the sand
URIE HARDWARE STORE
I know the fury of storms tn Maine.
, barges anchored off quarantine, past
These boats are small, inexpensive
SENTER CRANE CO.
The pounding of surf against Jagged
crags.
I Ellis Island, the box office for emto build and have a maintenance
MeLAIN SHOE STORE
The screech of the flying gull.
cost equal to a row boat.
The howling of wind through pine and ] bryo Americans, past the outer enCRIE S GIFT SHOP
spruce.
! trance with its lightships and Sandy
In torrential burst of cloud
GOOD CHEER
•
II. II. CRIE CO.
The yielding of grasses and rows of grain. J Hook—to Staten Island.

Clubs May Be Opened At Any Time
First Payment Due Dec. 7, 1936

Present Club Closes Nov. 21st

Payment will be made Dec. lst

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

Notes At Random

SOUTHERN WINTER
CRUISE

CONTEST

/L/e/ibftissQf!

Ask For Your Votes

jRADIOk
NAME
contestJ
ftlOOinpriizci

28 AWARDS

The clang of the lighthouse bell.
Majestic awe of Nature's strength
Revealed by mountain and stream.
I know the fury of storms ln Maine.

The Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co. goes on its wirier
schedule. Nov. 14 with steamer j
North Haven leaving Swan Island
at 5.30 a. m., Stonington 6.30; North
Haven 7.30; Vinalhaven 8.15. arriv ing in Rockland at 9.30. On the re
turn she will leave Tillson’s Wharf
Rockland at 1.30 p. m. making way
landings and arriving at Swan's
Island about 6 o'clock.
136-137
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(For The Courier-Gazette)
I would like to write a poem
That would (ill the world with cheer—
That would turn the silver lining
Over clouds of doubt and fear.

SEA VIEW GARAGE

We joined the crowds in Times
Square on election night. Tlie shop
keepers had boarded up their win
dows they know from experience
that when the crowd gathers, it swells
until it bursts windows. A screen
fastened to the Times Building had
returns projected on it from a twostory booth erected in the square.
Hawker selling Roosevelt buttons, tin
horns and a queer fellow bawling,
5 cents a nickel—Bronx cheers"-_
a black Republican we suspect.

M. B & C. O. PERRY
COAL AND WOOD YARD
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM

That would awake the echo
Of the heart that’s far away—
Turning sadness into gladness,
And the darkness into dsy.

Somewhere the heart ls waiting.
For the blessed words of cheer;
That ls listening for the promise,
"I am with you, do not fear."
Sometimes a word of courage.
Like the leaven lumps of old.
Will rise and leaven all the lumps
And turn ashes Into gold

Rockport

I

Delora E. Morrill

WCSH - WLBZ

'-wert/

SUNDAYat4pm
<
NISSEN BAKING GO.

thelr commencement
June.

exercises

in

<i « • •

Geography classes have completed
thelr study of tlie Fishing Industry
in Rockland and vicinity. Some in
teresting contributions were made
during this time.
Viola Conary
brought in a model of a lobster pot,
complete in every detail. Some of
the students contributed Uve lobsters,
clams, and scallops which were ex
amined by the class. Dorothy Brew- j
er made a poster and gave a report j
on shell fish, and Vallie MacLaughlin
made an excellent notebook on the
preparation of food for eating. This i
includes some • delicious recipes Wil
liam Foster gave a report with illus
trations of his own drawing on the J
methods of catching marine animals.
Lillias Young and Ruth Oliver de
serve honorable mention for their spe-1
cial contributions of material, maga
zines, and general reports.
• • • •
As an observance of Armistice Day,
Dr. John Smith Lowe of the Univer
salist Church spoke at Tuesday's as
sembly. Describing the different at
titudes toward war, including those
of the pacifist and the munitions
manufacturer, he plead for the cause
of peace in a most convincing manner
Citing the gruesome horrors of the
World War. he prophesied that any
future war would be so ghastly, so
devastating, that the destruction
would be incomprehensible. “War is
an unspeakable crime in the era of
education, science, and enlighten
ment.” said Dr. Lowe “We must
realize also." he stated, “that if there
is war in Europe, there can be no as
surance that this country would not
be drawn into it.” Peace through
adjustment and education, not mili
tary triumphs through unspeakable
brutality, was the pith of Dr. Lowe's
fine lecture.
• • • •
Following the salute to the flag.
Dorothy Frost led devotions and
Vieno Kangas acted as chairman 4>f
the assembly.
• • • •
Tufts College is offering New Eng
land boys and girls six prize schol
arships of $1200 i $300 per year for
four years). Pupils attending this
school which is accredited by the
New England College Entrance Cer
tificate Board are eligible to compete
for these scholarships. Applications
may be made any time before Feb 1.

3-D AY SPECIAL
Friday-Saturday-Monday

$109.
$119.
$135.
$169.

Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular

$25.00 STUDIO COUCHES....... $19.95
$27.00 STUDIO COUCHES....... 21.65
$27.50 STUDIO COUCHES....... 21.98
$29.50 STUDIO COUCHES....... 23.50
$31.00 STUDIO COUCHES....... 24.75
$33.00 STUDIO COUCHES....... 26.25
$35.00 STUDIO COUCHES........ 27.95
$44.00 STUDIO COUCHES.......
33.00
$47.50 STUDIO COUCHES.......
38.00

PARLOR
PARLOR
PARLOR
PARLOR
(this is a
Regular $250. PARLOR

THIS IS 20% AND 25% DISCOUNT
CASH OR TIME PAYMENT

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

CAMDEN
(Mr. and Mrs. Frank Greenlaw of
West Newton. Mass., were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Angus Haskell,
Harden avenue. The Greenlaws will
also visit relatives in Eastport before
returning home.
Leroy Weed and Harvey Rossiter
were among the lucky gunners this
week, Mr. Weed shooting a 180-pound
buck and Mr. Rossiter also bringing
down a good buck.
Miss Jessie B. Hosmer and Mrs.
Charlotte Dillingham are spending i
a week in Boston.
Harold CortheU, Mrs. Olive Weaver
and Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Bridges have
returned from a hunting trip. Mr,
CortheU, Mrs. Weaver and Mr.
Bridges were the lucky members of
the party, each one shooting a deer.
Frank Carman and son Malcolm of
Deer Isle have been Tecent guests of
Mr. Carman's cousin, Mrs. Nora E,
Haskell. Harden avenue.
Capt. Bert Wall of SS. Yarmouth
of the E. S. S. Boston-Yarmouth
Line, is home on a vacation of one
month.
T. W. McKay. Dr. W. Lee Dickens,
Robert Gregory of Glen Cove and
Russell Bartlett of Rockland are on
a hunting trip at Beeme Pond,
Brownville Junction.
Ladies of the GAB, partook of
picnic supper last night as prelude to
the meeting.
Dr. Louis Langman and sister, Miss
Sylvia Langman of New York city,
are visiting their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. David Langman.
Mrs. Harriet Dwinal entertained
Friday Club this week.
Good Cheer Class meets Tuesday
night with Mrs. Clarence Thomas,
Knowlton street.
Annual installation of thc George
S. Ccfob Camp, Sons of Union Veter
ans. takes place Dec. 2.
Dr. C. Harold Jameson is in Bos
ton this week attending a meeting of
the New England Urological Society.
He will attend the Harvard-Navy
football game today.
A. H. Parsons has been spending I
a week at his farm at Bluehill.
Meguntlcook
Grange fair
is 2
scheduled for Nov. 20-21.
William'Bartlett and hls brother
Alton Bartlett shot a buck and a doe
yesterday afternoon on Spruce
Mountain, near Hosmer Pond. Vernley Gray shot a doe at Wiley's Corner.
The Annual Thanksgiving dona
tion party will be held at the Com
munity Hospital Thursday, from 2 to
5 o'clock.
Mrs. Annie Thomas will entertain
the ladies of the Methodist society
Wednesday afternoon.
The Women's Baptist Mission
circle meets at the church next Tues
day for an all-day session. Covered
dish dinner at noon.
(Mrs. Theresa Babb will be hostess
to the Monday Club next week, Mrs.
Jennie Stearns will read.
Mt. Battie Lodge, I OOF, meets
Tuesday evening for rehearsal of the
initiatory degree.

SUITES.............. $77.49
SUITES .............. 85.75
SUITES .............. 69.50
SUITES.............. 109.00
Kroehler)
SUITES.............. 124-50

Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular

Let us settle your plumbing and heating problems.
Modern heating is effortless, efficient and inexpen
sive. Beat old winter this year. We are equipped
to install every type of heating equipment. Our
plumbing department is at your service.
For Free Estimate ask for
“RED” NEWHALL
Heating Engineer and Master Plumber
Telephone 730

M'LOON SALES & SERVICE
Opposite Post Office
21 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 730
135-140

-------------------------------------------

AYERS
® These cool days are just what we’ve been looking
for. It makes a good demand for Heavier Clothing,
and that’s where we shine. We’d like to show you!
$5.00, $6.00
With hoods which every toy wants .............................. $6.50, $7.50

ALL WOOL MACKINAWS for boys

ZIPPER JACKETS .....................................................

$2.98

SHEEPSKIN COATS .......................................................................... $3.50
BOVS' OVERCOATS .......................................................................... $5.00
HEAVY WOOL LACED BREECHES for boys
WOOL KNICKERS for school
$1.00,
SWEATERS
MEN'S SKI COATS.....................................

$2.25,
$1.50.
$1.50,
$6.50,

$2.85,
$1.98,
$1.98,
$7.50,

$3.50
$2.50
$2.50
$7.98

MEN’S MACKINAWS .........................

..................................

$7.50

MEN'S
MEN S
MEN'S
MIAS
MEN'S

.....................................
......................... $3.00.
.......................... $3.00.
$3.00, $3.75.
............ $1.00, $1.75,

$3.75
$4.50
$4 50
$5.00
$2.50

ZIPPER JACKETS
HEAVY ALL WOOL PANTS
LACED LEG BREECHES
HEAVY WOOL SWEATERS
FLANNEL SHIRTS

Please remember, anything purchased here may be returned if not
satisfactory!

WILUS AYER

REAL BARGAINS AT ALL TIME LOW PRICES
Furniture, Bedding, Carpets and Stoves
Black Ranges No. 8 at $42.50; Enamel at $59.50
Complete Living Room—Nine Pieces
$77.30 complete

I Rockland ls credited ln the State
I Department of Health report with
j nine cases of measles.

Divan, Two Large Chain, End Tabic. Floor Lamp. Bridge Lamp,
Foot Stool. Davenport Table, 9x12 Felt Base Rug—Big Values

V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.
283 .MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 1151

Tu&S-tf

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 14—Vinalhaven reunion at 20th
Century Club In Boston.
Nov. 14 — Warren — Annual meeting
Warren Locals of N E Milk Producers
Ass'n at Life Saver Tea Room
Nov. 18—Rockport—Garden Club meets
with Mrs Mary Spear.
Nov. 19—Camden—Donation Day at
Community Hospital.
Sov. 19—Monthly meeting of the
Baptist Men's League.
Nov. 29—Union—Grade School fair ln
gymnasium.
y
Nov 20 (2 to 8:301—Educational Club
meeting with Mrs Carrie Wiliams Fowler
at Central Maine rooms.
Nov 20-21 — Camden — Meguntlcook
Grange fair.
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The 90-foot dragger being built by
the I. L. Snow Co. for Ambrose Smith
is ln frame and being planked.
Sleeper Bible Class will meet Mon
day afternoon at 2.30 at the home of
Mrs. R. (K. Snow, Ingraham Hill.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs re- |
turned yesterday from a down east
hunting expedition. Brought home I
j a large buck.
There will be a drill meeting of the
initiatory degree Monday night after
the regular meeting of the Old Fcl- ,
lows.

"A Reader" writes'. “If Mary Perry
! Rich will spray the poison ivy plants
Alternative | next spring with old crank case oil
II think it will kill the pest. Five gal-

“The Bible’s
For Communism and All
Other Political Isms”
Subject of Sermon at the

i Ions to 100 square feet is about right.
! I have used it with good results.”

GIGANTIC

HRE^SMDKEj-WflTER
MtlOON'S
Mt LOON’S
As a result of the recent
disastrous fire in our serv
ice department we must
dispose of our huge stocks
at—
TRUE FIRE SALE
PRICES

WATCH TUESDAY'S COURIER-GAZETTE FOR SALE PRICES

Word comes from Florida that
, Stanley C. Boynton is acting as coTwo Bush Island Lighted Whistle
' pilot on a scheduled run from Miami
Buoy TBI, which had been flashing
to Havana, dally, in a 40-passenger
By J. CHARLES MacDONALD 1 clipper ship. It is a wonderful plane
irregularly has been repaired, and
Greatest Opportunity of a Lifetime to Buy Electric
In the Garage Department are Tires, Batteries, Car
CHARLES WILSON AND THE
ls getting 1 ^deportment.
, carrying four 750 h. p. engines and
CHOIR W ILL SING
Refrigerators, Electric Ranges, Heaters, Range Burn
1056
gallons
of
fuel.
The
chief
pilot
Heaters, Accessories, Parts and Fixtures at—
137*lt
Nearly 540 hunting licenses have
ers, and the hundred articles in our store at—
is Capt, Bradley.
been issued from City Clerk Keene’s
z____
The second meeting of the third
office this season. Divide the total
Ninety-six persons were present at
amount of game among that lot and District Council will be held Tuesday the opening of Mrs. Ralph W. Fowthere wouldn't seem to be much for at Damariscotta, at 2 p. m.
I lers electric cooking school in the
Sunshine Society will meet for sew
I Universalist vestry, and they viewed
each.
ing Monday afternoon in Central
A public supper will be held to! operations with much interest and
Maine rooms..'
James Monaghan is soon to enter j night in the Methodist vestry from
i appreciation. There will be a Thanks
the veterans' hospital in Togus for 5 to 7, the proceeds of which will be giving cooking school Monday night,
H. W. Lunt was before Judge observation and surgical treatment, used for the Washington, D. C. JamNov. 21, for both men and women.
Dwinal yesterday, charged with mak Mr Monaghan is a Veteran of boree trip in the spring.
ing serious threats against hls wif» Foreign Wars with a remarkable j
------It is not easy to conceive a more j
It cost him a 30-day Jail sentence.
service recoftl.
A11 wishing transportation to Belglorious or more stupendous picture j
_____
fast, to attend the installation Monthan “Show Boat" which is coming j
George A Wooster, who has been
Somerset Theatres, Inc., of Skow- day night of the Auxiliary to Amerlconfined to his home on Limerock j hegan has bought the (J. William can Legion, will meet at the Legion to Strand Theatre Sunday. Monday
and Tuesday with Irene Dunne. Allan
street the past month, is able to be
interests in the State Theatre hall not later than 6 o'clock.
Jones and Charles Winninger among
out again.
at Calais and the Queen Theatre at
.....
..............
Due to the Relief Corps Past, the stars. Songs, heart throbs and
St........
8tephen.
N......
B...........
The........
new ...........
owners
A benefit supper and dance will be lnclude"BUnn w rpage of Skowhegan Presidents’ Meeting and Banquet of joy’ Wednesda>’ and Thursday. 1000
held Wednesday at Owl s Head Town ’ d
Dondis and Ensign Otis next week and Thanksgiving the fol-' lau^hs set t0 music in
tage
hall, with a worthy cause its guiding I ol ^kland.
lowing week, the regular meetings of Struck." Dick Powell, Joan Blondell
spirit and value received guaranteed
that organization have been supend- and Warren William are featured.
j dents and parents are invited to at
Clifford
S.
Loring
of
Waldoboro
ed
until the first Thursday in Deand Saturday William Poweii
for a small admission fee.
tend this service in the interest of
SERMONETTE
died suddenly at the Maine Central cember.
an
aro e
m ar
n
y
an
one of the vital questions of our time.
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet Mon
_____
I Godfrey."
Railroad station Tuesday afternoon
The church school will meet at 930
Why
thc
Battle
Was
Not
Fought
day night. There will be serving in
The current issue of the American
while about to take the train for
a. m. tn the vestry, and Alpha Omega
National
Grange
Sunday
will
be
Centuries
after
an
historical
the afternoon and a public supper at
home. Dr. H. J. Weisman was sum Magazine carries an interesting pho- I
Society
for young people at 7 p. m.
event. It is not always easy to re
6, with Mrs. Allie Blackington and
tostudy by Alton H. Blackington. for- observed throughout lhe nation to• • • •
moned. but found that death had
construct the scene. It may
mer Rockland photographer. It deals morrow Limerock Valley Pomona
Mrs. Mina King as housekeepers.
Services at Pratt Memorial Metho
been
instantaneous.
Patrolmen
sometimes be done by logic with
with Capt. William H. Wincapaw's ,i and its subordinate Granges will atdist Church on Sunday will begin with
All men interested in the reorgani Achorn and Christofferson took charge Santa Claus stunts, and shows the tend ln a bod>'' services at Meth0‘
the aid of the narrative.
i
the Friendly Men's Bible Class at
of
the
situation.
The
deceased
was
zation of the American Legion Drum fifl „ fnm,w
In the mountains which formed
d.ncin« genial ace and his son William.
dut. Church- and wil1 meet at 10
9.33 a. m. Members of Limerock Val
____
a.
,n the vegtry
are rc.
Corps are asked to be at Legion hall 68. a former musician and dancing *
the valley of Elah, two armies had
ley Pomona Grange and associated
next Tuesday night at 730 A de instructor. He was nearly blind, and
A public beano party will be held quested to furnish a substitute, if
fronted each other for 40 days, yet
Granges will be special guests at 10.30
termined effort will toe made to give a neighbor was with him when the Monday night at the residence of unable to attend, and wear proper
the issue had not been joined. We
(FUR TRIMMED EXTRA)
[ when thq subject of the pastor's ser
the institution a fine organization. . fatal attack came.
Mrs. Herman Winchenbaugh, 179 J regalia. Each Grange is asked to
know there were thousands in the
mon at this service will be "A Harvest
armies of Israel and there must
Main street, foF the benefit of the form with its officers and members
Other Garments at Equally Low Prices
Scene." The church school and the
Tlie Sons of American Legion will
have
been
equal
numbers
in
the
apron table at the fair to be given in a body. Pleasant Valley Grange
With
a
desire
to
make
its
Bacara Class will meet at the noon
have a meeting ln Legion hall at
ranks of the Philistines, else the
by the Auxiliary of S.U.V. All are as host, will form directly behind Po
elubroums cozier and more at
hour. The topic for consideration at
6 30 Monday night for the purpose
mona. others following in order given
battle would have been fought.
welcome.
tractive for the members, Wins
the Epworth League service at 6.30
of re-organization The winter pro
by the Master of Pomona.
Instead., the IPhilistlnes marked
TEL.
TEL.
low-Holbrook Post. A. L., Is go
p. m. will be “God’s Attitude Toward
gram will be announced at that time.
time,
content
to
worry
the
morale
The
Knox
and
Lincoln
Past
ing to install additional equip
the Wrong-doer." Glad Gospel serv
170
Any boy. regardless of his age. and
170
Grands' and Past Noble Grands' As
The fair conducted by the Relief of their foe by having their giant
ment at once, and to this end has
ice of praise and worship at 7.39 p. m.
whose father or mother is a membesociation meets at Odd Fellows Hall. Corps Thursday afternoon, was very fchampion every moming and
FREE
FREE
appointed Donald L. Kelsey as
Rev. Charles E. Brooks, the pastor,
of the American Legion In good
night defy Israel to decide the will have as his evening sermon theme
Wednesday. Nov. 18. Mrs. Lina Car- successful, more than $100 being
Collection
Collection
chairman
of
a
committee
for
standing is eligible to belong.
rail. president of the Past Noble added to the treasury. An attractive matter by single combat.
and
and
that purpose. Several members
"Lessons in Spiritual History."
To
spend
so
much
time
there
Grands'
invites
all
the
women
Delivery
to
j
program
presented
Frances
Marsh
in
•
•
•
•
Delivery
John B. Crockett of North Haven I of the Post immediately volun
meet with her in the parlor, at 3 piano solos; Beverly Cogan, song and must have been grave reasons on
In observance of National Educa
teered articles, but friends of
and H. I. Holt of Rockport have been
both sides. David had noted how tion Week the subject of the morn- j
o'clock,
for a social time, and to sew dance; Dorothy Harvie, reading;
drawn for grand jury service at U. S. j the organization will doubtless
frightened the Israelites were and ing sermon at the First Baptist (
on aprons. Supper will be served at Betty Munro, song and dance; and
Court in Portland, to report Dec. 8. | be glad to do likewise and their
it
irked him. It is clear that it Church will be, “Some Character6
30,
and
the
business
meeting
will
Dudley
Harvie
and
Dicky
Sullivan
in
kindness would be greatly ap
Forrest H. Bond of Jefferson, James
was
not numbers or superior Forming Institutions." The choir is |
be
held
in
the
evening,
followed
by
a
clever
skit.
The
tables
were
pret

L. Dornan of Fast Union and J. Ches- I preciated. Telephone Mr. Kelsey
an entertainment.
tily decorated, with the following effi equipment of the Philistines alone.
under the direction of Charles Wil - ,
ter Melvin of Rockport have been i at 963-J; if you have a con
cient committees in charge: Candy | Was it not that Saul felt he could son. Church school with classes for ;
tribution in the furnishing line.
drawn for trial Jury service at the
17 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 170
Johnny Lawless stood second in his table. Lena Rollins, chairman Bessie no longer rely upon God? Samuel all ages will meet at noon, and the
same session, to report Dec. 15.
"
bout with Gabby Poulin at the Till- Church, Mabel Richardson, Winifred had warned him and with the two Christian Endeavor Inspiration hour ,
The meeting of the Maine seacoast scn Avenue stadium last night, but Butler, Helen Perry. Nellie McKay. , armies evenly matched, he dared will open at 6 o'clock. The people's
“Prelude To Exile;' William J.
Lions Clubs which is to be held wiui made a game fight before losing the Annie Aylward and Frances Morse; j not venture his kingdom. Why
evening service will open at 7.15 with
McNally’s play about the life of the
thc Bucksport Club at the Maine unofficial decision. Not much to utility table. Eliza Plummer chair then, did not the Philistine's en the prelude and big sing assisted by
composer Richard Wagner, will be
Seaboard clubhouse next Thursday i choose between Jawcracker Favreau man. Margaret Rackliffe. Inez Pack- , gage? This waiting could not go the organ, piano and choir. Mr Mac
produced by Theatre Guild in New night promises to be the best those
Wc shall be in Maine
and the Gardiner boy Danny Rupp. ard. Ida Huntley. Alta Dimick and ! on indefinitely. The Commissari Donald's subject will be "The Bible's
REPAIRING
York. Nov. 30. with Wilfrid Lawson,
MON.. TUES., WED..
REGULATING
organizations have ever held, as a Both hit hard and often. Seth Parker
Nettie Griffin; aprons. Maude Cables, at of both armies must have been Alternative For Communism, And All
Eva Le Gallienne, Lucile Watson,
NOV. 16. 17. 18
VOICING
joint session.
District Governor was again forced to bow to the su
chairman. Ada Brewster Jennie Wil in despair. It was exhausting the Other Isms." The happy prayer and
Complete examination and writ
Evelyn Varden, Leo G. Carroll and
CLEANING
George W Dyer and District Deputy perior prowess of Popeye Manta.
ten report given without obli
MOTH PREVENTION
son. Lizzie Smith. Nellie McKay. , countryside to feed such multi praise meeting will be held Tuesday
Manuel Bernard as its leading play
S. N. Marsh will be among the speak Danny Smith's seconds hove in the
gation.
FELT REPLACEMENTS
tudes
on
two
mountain
ranges.
evening
at
7.15.
Lizzie
Gregory.
Amanda
Choate,
Ber

ers. Mr. Bernard was formerly a
ers and there will be a wrestling towel In the second round, and the
• • . •
Write At Once. Care of The Courier-Gazette
tha Higgins. Lizzie Mills. Blanche The Philistines knew the armies
Rockland boy. In this play he plays a
match between Ivan Braun, former battle went to Walter Reynolds.
“How We Became What We Are"
PIANO SERVICE BUREAU
Shadie and Nellie Higgins; cooked were nearly equal, but that alone
piano solo besides his speaking part.
State champion and Tarzan Taylor Barney Brann was conceded to have food . chairman Riah Knight was would not have stopped them. will be the sermon topic by Rev.
Francis Sheehan, Sidney B. Durfee
17 CAPITAL STREET,
NEWTON, MASS
Sam Sezak's Fairhaven, Mass, foot of Bangor. Special arrangements had a shade on his esteemed con- assisted by Carolyn Stewart and, Commanders take chances. Vic Charles A. Marstaller at Littlefield
Tehphone New ton North 0166. References Throughout New Engand
ball team lost its first game of the have been made for crossing the temporary, Eddie Colson
Adelma Mullen and Doris Ames in j tory goes to the audacious. They Memorial Church Sunday at 10.30.
------season the other day. all because his Waldo-Hancock bridge, the price for
charge of the grabs. The Corps did not know, of course, that Saul The music will include a selection by
the choir and a vocal solo by Leona
opponents got a tip that he was about' car and driver to be 20 cents for] The Woman's Foreign Missionary wishes to thank all who helped make j had offended his God, and
to spring the Statue of Liberty play both ways, and passengers eigh. Society of the Pratt Memorial the affair such a success.
though they cursed him, they Flanders. There will be a story for
the children. Church school will meet
on them. But it is today s game that cents each for both ways. The club Church, met Thursday at the home
feared the living God of Israel.
concerns Sam mast—the annual clas having the largest membership pres of Mrs. Minnie Rogers, Amesbury
But they had another reason— at 11.45; Junior C. E. at 5.15 p. m., and
BORN
sic between Fairhaven And New Bed ent will be entitled to take home the street. Routine business was trans GIFFORD—At Lynn. Mass. Nov 8. to they felt they had an ace in Goli senior C. E. at 6.15. Praise service
Mr and Mrs John Gifford I Norma
acted and devotions were led by Mrs.
ford. So tense is the feeling between bell.
ath. for they well assumed Israel comes at 7.15 with sermon, the topic
Hutchinson), a daughter. Dale
Alice Brooks, who also gave a very AMES—At Camden. Nov. 2. to Mr and had no match for him; hence the being "Satan’s Choice and Christ's
these two cities that the militia call is
Note these four Great Bargains, fine localities,
“Is your education over? If so. satisfactory report of the Junior
Mrs. Milton Ames, a daughter, Char
Challenge." The music will include a
apt to sound before the final whistle
battle was delayed.
situated on
lene
Blythe.
I what has it done for you so far? Missionary Work. Mrs. Brooks being
selection by the choir and a clarinet
blows.
William A. Holman
Can you afford to try to be popular?” superintendent of that division. Mrs
duet
by
Charles
Libby
and
Marion
J
MARRIED
Dorman. Prayer meeting Tuesday
Headed by the town's genial post These and other pithy items will Ida Simmons read the story of Rob EMERY-RUBENSTEIN—At Miami. Fla.
Oct. 7. James H. Emery of Rockland
Mrs. Evelyn McKusic will speak evening at 7.30. The Ladies’ Aid
master. Orrin W Drew, a contingent come up for discussion at the Nov. ert and Mary Moffat, missionaries to
and iMIss Miriam Rubenstein of
at Ingraham Hill Chapel Sunday at meets Wednesday evening with Mrs. j
ot Vinalhaven residents passed 20 Picnic of the Educational Club to Africa, and Mrs. Edith Tweedie, forMiami.
2.30.
Mattie Barter, and the Woman's
Small amount paid down and easy time payments.
through Rockland yesterday enroute be held with Mrs. Carrie Williams mer president and now Augusta disDIED
Missionary Society meets Thursday j
for Boston where the annual Vinal Fowler at the Central Maine rooms, trict secretary gave a fine report of AUSTIN—At South Cushing. Nov 7.
Babson says: "Buy real estate for investment"
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal', afternoon with Mrs. Eula Munro.
haven reunion will be held tonight at where speakers will further the the 67th Annual Meetlng of the M
John D. Austin of Winthrop. Mass
aged 67 years.
....
services for tomorrow will be: Matins
3 Joy street. In addition to Mr. Drew knowledge of club members on vital E branch of the Womans Poreign
NASH—At Razorvllle. Nov. 8, Atwell F 7.15. Holy Communion 7.30; church
“Who Will Carry Life's Three Great '
there were Mrs. Drew. L. A. Coomb6, topics of world progress. Those at- Missionary Society. In giving differNash, aged 86 years.
1 elephone 430
Miss Aura Williams. Mrs. C. B. Teel.^ tending may guess who will be the ent phases of the work, she stressed Nash—At South Portland, Nov. 6. Frank I scbool at 9.30; Holy Eucharist and Burdens?" will be the theme of the
135-137
Nash of Washington, aged 86 years sermon at 10.30; Vespers at 7.30 p. m. morning sermon by Rev. Corwin H.
Frank Grinjfs, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. high line in dues collections, every the work 0{ Mrs Wesley A Miller
Interment ln West Washington.
Week
day
services:
Holy
Communion
Olds
at
the
Congregational
Church.
Creed, Mrs. Margaret Chilles. Mrs. new member to count double. Vol- ulio with her husband was mission- CARVER—At North Haven. Nov 11
Ellington Carver, aged 68 years. 2 Wednesday and Friday at 7.30. Sat The service begins at 1030 a. m., and
A BEAUTIFUL TRIBUTE
Fred K. Coombs and Mrs. Minnie unteers are Ida Simmons. Zaida ary in Belgium Congo. At the conmonths. 8 days.
7.30.
anthems will toe rendered by the mixed
Smith. Mr. Drew acted as toastmas Winslow, Bertha Orbeton , Abbie elusion of her report, the members WATTS—At Jamaica. Vt.. Nov. 7. Mrs urday Vespers at
tc the departed is expressed in
e 5 • •
Allison M Watts, formerly of North
quartet, with Mrs. Faith Berry at thc
ter at the reunion a year ago and Richardson , Etta Sanborn. Etta presented Mrs. Tweedie with a beau
Haven aged 56 years. Burial ln Craftsthe distinctiveness of our indi
The service at the Universalist organ. A junior sermon wlil be in
bury Common. Vt.
read an original poem which has be Covel, Cora Haraden; with more de- tiful bouquet of flowers, in apprecia
vidual monumental designs. Mark
Sunday
—At Rockland, Nov. 12. Clifford Church Sunday morning, in response cluded for the children.
come listed as one of the island's ted and eligible. Besides review, tion of her efflcient and faithful TORINO
thc grave of your loved one with
E Loring of Waldoboro, aged 68 years to the request of Mr. Cumming, super
school
is
at
9.30
a.
m.,
and
Comrades
9 months. 15 days Funeral Monday at
a monument expressive of the
classics. This time, according to hls the memory lesson includes Psalm service. There were 21 present and
1 o'clock from Flanders funeral parlors intendent of schools, will be part of cf the Way will meet at 6.30 p. m. with
sincere sentiment it represents.
vague hint yesterday, he is going to 21.
Abou Ben Adhem, poem by adjournment was followed by re
Waldoboro. Interment ln Shur.tan the observation of American Educa
Our wide choice of beautiful
i William Karl as assembly leader. The
cemetery.
work the Fishhawk degree and he was Leigh Hunt, and “Life’s Mirror" by freshments.
stones makes it easy for you to
tion Week, in the schools of Rock I first of the new Sunday evening serv
.
carrying something less than a car Madeline S. Bridges containing thc
secure an enduring monument at
land and the United States. Dr. ices will be held this Sunday at 7.30.
IN MEMORIAM
a price . ou can pfford to pay.
load of scenery and paraphernalia. oft-quoted lines. “Then give to the j
In sweet and loving memory of Hilja Lowe will preach on the subject “Edu
The meeting will begin with an oldAnderson Saarl who passed away Nov.
His ingenuity may be counted upon world the best you have, and the ■
cation For Character." Teachers, stu- fashioned hymn sing with Miss
16. 1935.
to give the attendants a happy time. best will come back to you." Mrs.
WILLIAM E.DORNANXSON
We can not think we have lost her
Nathalie Jones at the piano. A fea
■ INC.
Fowler's subject for club talk will
For that could never be
”D
She has only gone on a Journey
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
ture
will
be,
a
solo
by
Mrs.
Nettie
Bird
be.
“
Matchless
Cookery.
”
Members
'
Write or telephone for Special
Where Ood guards her constantly.
EAST UNION and THOMASTON
Ambulance Service
Frost, and' Mr. Olds will preach a
If a love like hers could vanish
Christmas gift offers on all Maga will take box lunch.
Heaven and earth would pass away
sermon entitled “For Sinners Only" I
zines; 39 page catalogue mailed on re
Though we grieve, we’re sure our dear
or “The Story of the Oxford Groups." i deeds of the body, ye shall live. The i The Lesson-Sermon also Includes
one
quest. Fred E. Harden, the Magazine
The Rockland Savings Bank Christ
I Is close to us each day.
-----------------I Spirit Itself beareth witness with our 1 the following selections from the
Man, telephone 35-W, Rockland.— mas Club for 1936 will close Nov. 21st
Father, mother and sister. Mr. and
spirit, that we are thc children of • Christian Science Textbook. “Science
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
CHURCH
i Mrs William Anderson and Mrs. Ellen
adv.
137*138 and after that date no further pay
Emery.
•
God’’ (Romans 8: 13, 16).
' and Health with Key to the Scrip“
Mortals
and
Immortals
”
is
the
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
ments will be received. Checks in
Morticians
The
citations
from
the
Bible
Intures" by Mary Baker Eddy; “Mortals
subject of the Lesson-Sermon which
CARD OF THANKS
Public supper in Methodist vestry payment of the 1936 Clubs will be
elude the following passages: “As is are the counterfeits of immortals,
We wish to express our sincere ap
will
be
read
in
all
churches
of
Christ,
tonight, 5 to 7 o'clock. 25 cents a plate. ready Dec. lst. The 1937 Club official
preciation to all those whose many 1
Scientist, on Sunday, November 15. the earthy, such are they also that arc They are the children of the wicked
kindnesses lightened the burden ol grief
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
Home baked beans, frankforts, cake, ly opens Dec. lst tout to accommodate
ln our recent bereavement; for the many
The Golden Text Is: “If ye live earthy: and as is the heavenly, one, or the one evil, which declares
TEL. 662
coffee. Proceeds will be used to send those who wish to start earlier the
beautiful flowers, and the use of cars
361-365 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
• CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND
after
the flesh, ye shall die: but if such are they also that are heavenly" that man begins in dust or as a
Mrs Albert R Jordan. Henry Jordan
Scouts to the Washington Jamboree different clubs are now open for ad
119-tf
material embryo. (Page 476: 1-4).
and family.
98tf
ye
through
the Spirit do mortify the (I Corinthians 15: 48).
vance payments,—adv,
137-lt
In the spring—adv.
137-lt
Thomaston

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Evening at 7.15

SMOXE AND WATER DAMAGE

GARAGE AND SALES DEPT. INCLUDED

ABSOLUTE SLAUGHTER PRICES

PRICES NEVER APPROACHED

MiLOON SALES 4 SEflVICE

21 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND

:: SALE WILL OPEN TUESDAY NOON::

ews

Special for Next Week
LADIES’ AND GENTS’

COATS

Pkompt Delivery

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
PIANO TUNING...

FOUR GOOD BARGAINS
IN REAL ESTATE

Beech Street, Limerock Street, Park Street
Sweetland Street

W. H. SPEAR, Rockland

BURPEE’S

■
Russell Funeral Home

UNION

ROCKVILLE

Miss Norma McCrillis visited rela
tives in Portland recently.
George Clouse is one of the fortu
nate hunters, bringing in a nice deer.
Miss Arlene Young, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Quincy Young of South
Union sustained a broken arm as re
sult of a recent fall.
Robert Mitchell has completed his
i henhouse and moved home his hens
! which have been in J. L. Griffin's
big house for several weeks.
W. S. Counce and family of West
Rockport were guests Sunday of
Mrs. Bertha Bryant
Dr and Mrs. Eugene U. Ufford and
granddaughter Nancy Ufford of Au
burndale. Mass., have been visiting
' his mother Mrs. Lulie Ufford for a
few days.
Mrs. Mary Clark and son Robert
! are at the home of Mrs. Bertha BryI ant for the winter, where they will
be pleased to have relatives and
friends call on them.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Griffin of
Appleton called on friends here Sun

Tlie Laymen's Gospel Team will
conduct a service at the church here
Nov. 20. at 7 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Perry of Rock
land spent Armistice Day with Mr.
and Mrs. E. H Perry and Mrs. Chester
Marshall of Port, Clyde Joined them
for the afternoon.
" Mrs. W. P. Richardson of Camden
spent a day recently with Mrs. Ida
Barrows and Miss Lottie Ewell.
Leslie Pattrldge of West Upton
spent last weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Percie Fiske.
A chimney fire at Mr. Moon's called
the department out Wednesday after
noon. No damage resulted.
Albert Bennett of Camden passed
last week with his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. F. W. Robbins.
Miss Castera Cushman is having
her garage shingled.
After an illness which kept him out
of school for nine weeks, Evans Toiman returned to his classes Monday,
”'the 7oad togood health.

HIGHLIGHTS GIVEN
QUIVERING

WHEN

Warren Teachers Bring To
Club Women Features of
Lewiston Convention

NERVES
WON’T LET YOU

! AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

|

SLEEP

The Warren Woman's Club met
Tuesday night at the club rooms.
Doesn’t the night seem an eter
Following the business meeting, each
nity? You toss and turn—try to
of the Warren teachers gave a short
find a cool
spot on the | paper on convention highlights at
pillow—hear
Lewiston, last month.
theclock strike
Principal Horace P Maxey, pre
downstairs.
sented the pamphlet, “The Children
Today’s ex
i of All the People" issued this year by
citement and
i the Maine Teachers' Association and
tomorrow’s
I which urged the passage in the com
worry are beat
Mrs. Batchelder
ing Legislature of a State school
ing through
I finance bill. Mr. Maxey pointed out
your brain. You count sheep
frantically—but outraged nerves I the benefits of tlie bill. It will pro
vide a minimum of $783 for financing
refuse to relax.
i each elementary teaching unit and
Take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
table Compound regularly for a
! $1305 for each secondary teaching
while. It quiets quivering nerves—
| unit."
induces restful sleep—makes life a
‘ It will relieve small towns of the
little easier.
j excessive burden of secondary tuition
"It Seemed As If Morning
which they now carry Thereby re
Would Never Come”
leasing funds for the improvement of
says Mrs. Emma G. Batchelder of
| their elementary schools. It will re
32 Heard St., Chelsea, Massachu
setts. "1 was so nervous 1 could not
lieve the municipalities, ln part, by
set to sleep. My husband works
I state subsidy of the expense of conhard at engineering and needs his
[ veyance and board of the elementary
sleep but I kept him awake too. I
fceard about the Vegetable Com
I pupils and encourage by the same
pound and tried it. Now I sleep bet
state subsidy, the conveyance and
ter than I ever have and 1 feel fane.”
.
boad of secondary pupils. It will
Get a bottle from your druggist
! make possible with the reduction in
A’OU' Results will please you.
■ local school appropriations, the
maintenance of an equal or higher
standard of education in every
VEGETABLE
COMPOUND
_______________________________
municipality of the State. This will
____ _____ ___ __________________ In turn, make possible an appreciable
„ .
„
reduction in local property tax.

RAZORVILLE

. . ..

It will do away with all present
Owing to the softness of the tote aids
nM mentioned
roads. Barnes Mill has ceased opera- , gbove w,th the excepllon of voca.
tions for the time being.
tional education, evening schools,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark of academies, and the subsidy to superHyde Park. Mass., have been visiting Intendents of schools, which will con
Mr. Clark's mother and other rela tinue to be subsidized as at present."
tives here.
Should the bill pass for Warren
Mrs Minnie Rowe and Mrs Maud alone. $2500 more will be available
Howard were supper guests at Edith for schools.
Mrs. Inez Mathews, teacher of the
Overlock's recently.
L. P. Jones is carpentering for I grammar school gave a brief resume
of the life of Dr. Mary Ellen Chase,
Morris Powell.
one of the speakers at Lewiston, last
Mrs. Lotta Jones is ill.
Raymond Bond of Jefferson was a October. Mrs. Mathews pointed out
caller last Saturday in this commun- that Dr. Chase was better known as
R
1 an authoress than a teacher and that
Mr and Mrs Stanley Jones visited ln >*r talk. Mrs. Chase spoke of the
Sundav in Burkettvile.
j tar«er life
Mr and Mrs McAllister who make
Mrs Florence Davis, primary
their home at the S.mon Turner teacher h6ard
"«*«* Hale in
house are parents of a son born
and •"* many P‘thy blte
„
.
of Miss Hale's talk. Miss Hale spoke
Nov 5
v. ___ of her
in Castine,
Mr andj »»
Mrs. r.
G. Hallowell
and home
Mr
. ___ the house
,
. ..
, built in 1874 The contrast between
and Mrs. Jean Light were guests
, _,
. owning a house or car was emphaSunday at the home of Edward
, , .
.
"
, ,
| sized by Miss Hale in her downright
' way, in that a house will not collide
Frank Nash, who for several years
with another and will not depreciate
was a Washington resident, died Nov.
so rapidly in value.
6 in South Portland on the date of
Asked what she liked best. Miss
his
86th
birthday anniversary. Hale said her radio broadcasts be
Funeral services were held at the cause of the letters she received from
West Washington Church. Rev. E. L. everywhere.
She spoke of the
Sampson officiating.
marked improvement in the movies
Mr. and Mrs Odell Bowes and Mr. the past year or two. and highly com
and Mrs. Calvin Bowes were visitors mended the “Midsummer Nights’
Sunday at Maud Howard's
Dream' and “Romeo and Juliet"
Edith Overlock and John Howard also the Shirley Temple productions.
were in Waldoboro recently.
Miss Hale pointed out the need at
The death of Atwell F Nash of this | present for a reverence of authority,
town occurred Sunday morning at j the educational virtues of old times,
the residence of Carrie Mears where
• • • •
for the past two years he had made I Miss Shirley Castner, another Warhis home. Mr. Nash was born in ’ ren primary teacher spoke of the
Liberty about 86 years ago but had addresses of Dr. Linwood Chase of
lived in Washington for several years. Newton Centre, his subject, "Pupils
He is survived by one daughter.
. are People." He said that oftentimes
-----------------1 the pupils are not so much a problem
Now is the time to order Rytex as their parents and that a child alPrinted Stationery for Christmas giv- ways has a definite reason for its
ing ... $1.00 a box, postage 10 cents. I behavior.
See the latest samples at The Courier- | The strict assignment is to be
i avoided. Definite answers should not
Gazette.
[

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

RATES:

Jingle !2»J« Jl»

to Your hotel in BOSTON

4 It

Double

All ROOMS WITH BATN

Spatial weekly ratal

500 Rooms
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB
SHOWER

.V
*t

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

on
Application

H. II.

Mase

Manager

GRALYNN
Comer Second Street
and First Avenue
Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
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Miss Martha Sides is again with
57
5b
55
her brother. George Sides, after a
Mrs Lulie Ufford suffered an ill , few weeks spent at her home in
Insistent public demand returns WILL ROGERS in ■uhat has been
turn two weeks ago, and remains in a; Camden
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
very weak condition
acclaimed his outstanding role in “State Fair,” the unforgettable Fox
Mrs. Ernest Crockett (Dorothy Tol1-Brownish-yellow
49-Chief of the godt
15-Egyptian god
Mr and Mrs. W Hodgdon of Rock mani visited Thursday with her par
hit. JANET GAYNOR (abose, left) is co-starred Ti/ith the belosed
5-Crime
(Norte Myth.)
18- A metal
7-Killed violently
51- Reaidue from fire
19-Contume
land visited Sunday at the home of ents. Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Tolman.
humorist.
11- Consecrate
52- Exiated
21-Leta fall
relatives here.
Mrs. Annie Thurston and family
12- Oie
53- Reclaim
23- lmpressive
Mr and Mrs. Charles Esancy re returned Wednesday from Caribou
13- Entice
54- Come forth
24- Advertisementt
be always required, since thought
cently made a visit at tlie home of where they passed several weeks.
14- Raw metal
55- Old allowance for
(abbr.)
APPLETON MILLS
ful answer is best after all. Children
16-Japanete coin (pi.)
watte in trantporta 25- Unit
Edward Leigher in South Liberty
17- Superlative aufftx
tion
26<-Sag
Mr. and Mrs L. A. Page have re
can not always be expected to answer
Miss Mary Anderson of Rockland
18- Exchange
28- Tavern
56- Turf
EAST WASHINGTON
at once either. It is best to deal turned from a week's trip to Houlton was a caller Sunday on Mrs. W C.
20- Series
57- Playthlngt
29- Terminate
with the pupil straight from the and Brownville.
21- Pale
32-Gashed
Perry.
W. M. Prescott returned last Sat
VERTICAL
shoulder and not as a teacher, but
The Rebekah Sewing Circle met
35- T rapper
22- Oip
Mr. and Mrs Dwight Collins of urday from northern Maine where he
1- Bundle of cotton
36- Sorrowful
24-Decorated
as a person.
Wednesday at Mrs. Inez Ames' with I BurkettvUie visited Sunday with Mr.
2- Not made ute of
38- Small island In
spent a week hunting deer with the
27-Commonplace
Mrs. Lina Smith spoke of Dr Hale i a good attendance Patchwork and1 and Mrs. Oscar Upham.
3- Strueture for de
inland watera
30- Negatlve
usual “hunters' luck."
and Dr Chase, saying that sarcasm a tacking were the work for the day., Mrs j c 91mmons wh0 ha<5
fense
39- Pep
31- Prefix. Apart
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Ripley. Har
4- An expression of
41-Engliah street cart
33- lndeflnite article
ln the schoolroom is always to be Next Wednesday. Mrs Helen' Paul in Portland and Gardiner, returned
impatience
43- Harbor
34- Walki gravely
land. Kenneth, Harriett. Clara and
avoided. The story of a pupil who 1
entertain the circle,
home last Saturday.
44- A lateral part
5- Raged
37-Arranged
Rachel Ripley were in Rockland for
told his mother that the teacher was j Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Mink are re6- Wanta
46- Plural suffix
40-Perched
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Hoit of Portgoing to put him in the furnace lf joicing in the birth of a daughter, ! land passed last weekend at the J. C. a brief stay Sunday afternoon.
47- Roman emperor
7-Scout
42- Asaist
48- An insect (pi.)
8- Falsehoods
43- A dance
Mrs. Gladys Cunningham. Frances
he were tardy again, was quoted,
Fred Demuth and family have | Simmons home
50-Snare
9- Man’e name
45-Clothed
pointing out that mistaken ideas are moved to their home in the village
I
Doughty
of
Liberty
and
son
were
52-Fult of moisture
10-The Occident
Mr and Mrs. A. C. Hawes are at- i
47-Beak
often in the child's mind since on inMr and Mrs. Austin Toll are oc- tending
National p^y show ;n j caUers Mondav on Mrs Clara Oc
(Solution to previous puzzle)
query, it was discovered that the cupying the new home recently built New York thi£ week Mrs Rosc lock.
teacher had said that she was going b>’ Mr
'Burns is employed at the Hawes1
trucks from Liberty 1186,5 on
NORTH HAVEN
es t
OlClTjS c|A|D S
to put him in the register which to
George Gushee is ill.
home durlng their absence
the new road and bridge work at
1 |R O N
The
coldest
morning
of
the
fall
was
;
him meant furnace and not a record
Dr. Tuttle and Abner Grant are Robert Heald was taken WednM. South Liberty are delivering rock
Ollis
book.
the lucky deer hunters to date.
;day t0 Knox Hospita, suffering from
the Prescott Farm to be used Wednesday—mercury 24.
lElNlDlC. D
Announcements are received of the
• • • •
Mrs William Arrington enter- severe cuts about the face and shoul- ln lhe fill5ng of road on 5,0151 sides of
marriage last Saturday night in; A A
iTie.Ni Ts lip T 7
Miss Mildred Farris of Union, tained the Farm Bureau Thursday ders received when a blade flew off t5le bndge'
S T Et
Rockland
by
Rev.
J.
Charles
Macj
[bill s H
Charles Messer of Union who has
teacher at the Warren Highlands, This is the last meeting. Miss Jessie | a sawing machine.
POSE
T E
Donald
of
Miss
Dorothy
E.
Perry
of
I
spoke of Mary Ellen Chase ln regard Lawrence will attend as she is leav- Mrs. Bertha Howe returned Mon- been at the home of Roy Light for
ENTR A N
EIN It E D
to her statement of not putting real mS soon to take up her duties in j day from Boston where she has been several months, is now in North Bur- Rockland to Stanley J. Quinn of this '
s
AR s
kettville where he will work for a i town. These young people are both [
s T <
people into books since we live as Aroostook County. Although it is J receiving surgical treatment,
E A R E D
graduates of the Rockland High I
hundreds of others. Books broaden regretted that she is leaving Knox Mrs Grace Williams is in Boston j time for Mrs, Blanche Rokes.
C|W
p A R E
i Charlie Bowman and Alberta Swett J School, the bride from class of 1935 i
life, gives ideas, and something to and Lincoln Counties, friends Join in
E R 1 E
l|E
and
the
groom.
1933
Mr.
and
Mrs
i
of West Washington were visitors |
think about. She poiiued out that' wishing her every success in her new
R E N D
Successful Grange Fair
Monday evening at the home of Mr i Quinn came to the island Monday.1
reading 15 minutes a day was of real field.
Friends felicitate them and are1
The schools at the Mills are hold Seven Tree Grange sponsored Its Pnd Mrs Charles Overlock,
value, and opened a doorway to the
pleased to learn they will make their !
third
annual
fair
recently
and
even
Ernest
Light
of
Camden
was
guesi
ing
a
food
sale
today
to
obtain
ability to think.
NORTH CUSHING
Miss Evelyn Sawyer, teacher ate the ■uoney to have the floors oiled in the rain failed to dampen the spirit of Sunday at the home of his parents, home here.
Worship Sunday at 11 oclock; | While cutting cordword recently,
the crowd that poured through the Mr and Mrs. W. W. Light,
Anderson School quoted directly school-house.
from Dr Robert K. Speer of the
The Odd Fellows held their instal- doors. It is estimated 175 were' The confetti ball Friday night at i Church School at 10; evening service C. R. Decker sustained a cut on his
New York University. Dr. Speer ation last Saturday, with District served at a baked bean supper, most Light's pavilion was a success in at 7.30. At night an illustrated ad foot which necessitated ten stitches.
Mrs. Edith Young was hostess
pointed out the wide gap between the -1-put.y Grand Mhster Emerson of whom stayed to the evening enter- every way, and a large crowd at-' dress will be given upon some phase
of mission work. One of the fine J Wednesday night to Variety Club.
content of American life and the ’erkins and staff from Warren in- tainment which was in charge of ‘ tended.
Richard Adams returned to New- features of the Church School has
school curriculum
Miss Margaret Robinson of Rock
.tailing these officers; Noble grand, Mrs. Aubyne Hawes. Standing room
His theory fqr a means more close Ormond Keene; vice grand. Leslie was at a premium in the upper hall port, R I.. Monday after a week been the organization of Mrs. Bever land who has been at her place here
hunting in the big woods
age’s class of girls, of which Arilla for several days, returned Sunday to
ly linking the curriculum of the Butler; warden. Elmer Sprague; con as was parking space outside.
The entertainment consisted of a
____________
Sampson is president. This means Rockland.
schools with the political, social and ductor Fred Edgecomb; financial sec
di c aca kit nnn-r
much to the school and promises fine
economic problems of the child's life retary, William Arrington; record musical sketch entitled “Around the
Wiljo Lindell of the U. of M. passed
World in Bed parts being taken by
PLEASANT POINT
things for the members.
after school, is not to begin teaching ing secretary. Perley Perry; treasurer.
last weekend with his father.
reactions to these problems late ln Leslie Hall; right supporter to noble Muriel Hannon. Muriel Butler. EieaTwo chimney fires caused con
Victor Whittier, formerly of Belhigh school or in college, but to be grand Jethro Pease; left supporter nor Gleason. Alice Farris Beatrice fast, but who has been staying at his siderable anxiety Tuesday night, ons
gin in the kindergarten.
to noble grand. Clarence Ames; right Rich. Madolyn Hawes. Eva and ! cottage at Gay Island the latter part at the home of Ray Beverage, tlie
Another speaker, whom Miss Saw supporter to vice grand. Edison Frank Burgess and Albert Jones. A of the summer recently left fqr Florida other at Carl Bunker's. The depart
yer greatly enjoyed was Dr. Roscoe Mitchell; left supporter to vice farce entitled “Grandma Says I Do." I where he will spend the winter,
ment rendered assistance in each
L West, formerly superintendent of
Edith Orne went Tuesday to Friend- fire.
grand. Bert Mitchell; inside guard, contained as cast: Mr and Mrs. R
the Rockland schools, and who now Zuinglius Gurney, outside guard. K Say ward. Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Car- ship whence she will continue to Bath The Girls' 4-H Club met Wednes
is president of the New Jersey Teach
day afternoon at the home of the
Leslie Wentworth; chaplain. Clarence roll. Sadie Cunningham, R. M. Car- for medical treatment.
ers’ College. Dr. West's subject,
Mina Woodcock who was a recent assistant leader. Mrs. Elizabeth Bunk
Howes; right scene supporter, Leroy roll. I. R. Danforth, Madeline Gor“What Makes a Good Teacher?He
guest at A. T. Seavey's, was accom- er, with the leader and all members
Howes; left scene supporter Miles don and Rudolph Hesselgren.
said that no score card would be ac
present.
Stevens. An entertainment followed Committees were: Supper, Mes-, panied home by Mrs Seavey who is
curate, because, circumstances differ
dames
Bessie
Carroll,
Ethel
Danspending
a
few
days
with
her.
Mr. and Mrs. Burdis Brown and |
with readings by Mrs. Annie Pease
He said that a good teacher must be
and Mrs. Edith Gurney; song by forth Bertha Meservey. Ada Merri- William H. Hall of Salem. Mass., children have moved to the A!
well educated, thoroughly familiar
am, Ada Lucas; ice cream. Mr. and! who bought the estate of W J. Morse, Ames rent this week The house has
Joseph and Richard Gushee; re
i with the subject at hand, well ac
been repaired and newly furnished.1
marks by the installing officers and Mrs. William Gleason. A. H. Jones; was in town recently.
quainted with the nature skillful in
apron
and
fancy
work
table.
Nancy
Mrs. Lucy Poole has arrived in
Mrs.
Mary
Morse
went
Sunday
to
teachnlc. and endowed with per- others. At the close of the program, Ayer; candy table, Muriel Hannon, Reading. Mass., where she will pass Florida. She reports the
mercury
supper was served in the dining-hall.
, sonal and social qualities.
Eleanor Gleason; grabs, Susan Ab- the winter with her daughter, Mrs. there at 91.
bott and Ytuth Howe; quilt. Ida Goss; Ered L. Stokes. She was accom
• • ••
WEST WALDOBORO
supper tickets. Albert Goss.
panied by Wilbur Sanders, a grand
Ellington Carver
Miss Eleanor H. Goodwin, assistant
at the High school gave some very
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach, The quilt was won by Mrs Ariel son. who came for her from that city.
After a long illness following a
Mrs. Madeline Stimpson was recent paralytic shock more than a year
excellent points from the address of Mr and. Mrs. Samuel Stahl and Miss Leonard, the cake by Mrs. Mary
Cameron Beck, director of the New Martha Winchenbach motored Mon Smallwood and the pillow slips by dinner guest of Mrs. Mary Morse.
ago. Ellington Carver died Nov. 11 at
Mrs. Iza Mank.
Everett Davis was a Rockland the home of his daughter Mrs. Elsie
York Stock Exchange Institute.
day to Boston.
A dance followed the entertain visitor Tuesday.
1 Supt. Frank D. Rowe, quoted
Brown.
Mr. and Mrs Fred Merchant and
Mrs. Mary Morse and grandchildren
Cameron Beck urging that one should son of Camden were guests Sunday ment. Total proceeds amounted to
Mr. Carver was born here Sept. S,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Simmons, 1868 at the Carver homestead now
acquire the habit of rapid reading, of Mr and Mrs. Arnold Standish and $66 17.
dined recently at the home of Mrs. the home of his brother Fred Carver
since, there is so much to read and Lillie Standish.
Rose
Robinson.
so little time to do it in; the necessity
Mr and Mrs. Lorenzo Campbell
Fifteen years ago he took up his
CLARRY HILL
of getting books into the hands of and son of Newport, R. I., are visit
Riley Davis recently served on the residence on Eagle Island where lie
Roland Miller shot a deer Tuesday Jury in (Rockland.
children; the biography of Gen ing Mrs. Campbell's parents. Mr. and
conducted a farm. An industrious
—the first reported on the hill.
Robert E Lee was cited as as excel Mrs Charles Kaler.
Melvin Maloney recently received man, he was a good husband, a good
/Zcu iUetf cm
Winifred Whitney spent a day re an injury to his ankle and Leslie
lent book, the author Freeman. One
Mr and Mrs. Allen Waltz with Mr.
father and a good citizen.
thing amusing but so true, was that and Mrs. Alfred Waltz of Gross Neck cently with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young to his ankle and leg.
CMdc wiiU a
!
He is survived by his wife, a son
the greatest problem of unemploy were Augusta visitors Tuesday.
Shepard. It was Mr. Shepard's 85th
Cecil Newbert of Waldoboro visited Elmer Carver, a daughter Mrs. Elsie
ment was between the ears.Mrs. Emily Etheridge and daugh birthday anniversary. He received Monday in this place.
Brown, and an older brother Fred
RYTEX PERSONAL
Musical selections were sung by
Mrs. Sadie Morse was guest Tues Carver. Funeral services were held
ter Shirley of Round Pond were call two birthday cakes, jelly and fruit.
Mrs. Nancy Clark, Miss Evelyn Berry.
Thomas
Lawson
and
family
of
day
of
her
sister,
Mrs.
Emma
Bucklin.
ers Sunday at Arnold Standish's.
in the church, Friday conducted by
CHRISTMAS CARDS
, Miss Hilda Aspey. and Mrs. Nettie
Mrs. Rose Robinson is visiting her the pastor, Rev. Henry F. Huse.
Mr and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach North Waldoboro were guests Sunday
Vinal. the accompanist. Mrs. Willis
daughter, Mrs. Everett Davis.
and son James were in Friendship of Mrs. Annie Miller.
R. Vinal. Miss Hilda Aspey sang
Montell Ross of Waldoboro was
Sunday.
The Vinalhaven & Rockland
selections which were enjoyed Light
EAGLE
Steamboat Co. goes on its winter
Frank Hunt of New Hampshire is deer hunting here Wednesday.
refreshments were served.
visiting his mother Mrs. Elizabeth Frank Jameson and Raymond Fey
schedule, Nov. 14 with steamer
By Alena L. Starrett
Mrs. Edward Howard has returned North Haven leaving Swan's Island
ler are working for Mrs. Emma JackHunt.
from Warren.
PRINTED WITH YOUR
Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah of son.
at 5.30 a. m., Stonington 6.30; North
NAME
Mr. and Mrs. James Quinn have
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Feyler
spent
Haven
7.30;
Vinalhaven
8.15,
arriv

South Waldoborq called Sunday on
SWAN'S ISLAND
moved
to
the
former
home
of
E.
L.
last
Saturday
evening
with
Mr.
and
ing in Rockland at 9.30. On the -eMr. and Mrs C. A. Winchenbach.
Christmas just isn’t Christma
Mrs. Wilbert Mank at Mank's Cor Carver.
Dr and Mrs. Monroe of Berlin. N.
without these gay, heart-warm
turn she will leave Tillson's Wharf,
Mrs. Harriet Quinn is in Camden Rockland at 1.30 p. m. making wav
ner.
ing Rytex Greetings.
H., have been guests of Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Lucy Clarry and daughter for a time to visit friends and rela landings and arriving at Swan's
Designs definitely new . . . ex
Adelbert Bridges for a few days.
quisite stock . . . smart Folder
Dorothy visited relatives in North tives.
Island about 6 o'clock.
136-137
Style . . . made to order with
Mrs Earl Brown. Erland Quinn.
Waldoboro recently.
| The Vinalhaven & Rockland
your name.
Walter Feyler of Thomaston was a Rupert Howard and Mrs. Harriet
NO MORE HARD
' Steamboat Co. goes on its winter
BURKETTVILLE
All this, 50 Cards and 50 En
Quinn went Monday to Camden.
schedule, Nov. 14 with steamer
WORK MONDAYS business caller Monday in this place.
velopes for only $1,00.
Erland Quinn returned from Cam
Miss Sadie Kelley called Sunday
Holiday visitors at Mr. and Mrs.
I North Haven leaving Swan’s Island
JWf WUR ertete
We urge you to see the com
den Monday with the Red Wing.
on friends in North Warren.
Frank Esancy's were Mrs. Annie Colr
at 5 30 a. m., Stonington 6.30; North
plete Rytex Line and to ORDER
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Quinn are lins, Benjamin Edgecomb. Marion
Mrs. Clarence Whitney, daughter
Haven 7.30: Vinalhaven 8.15. arrivN0W1
COTES' cceA/oscs thoroughly
Lottie and sons Stillman, Everett and visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Innis, Mr. and Mrs Donald Oates,
J ing in Rockland at 9.30. On the reVnECXfijl
Postage 10 cents extra
Clarence of Union spent Wednesday James Quinn.
j turn she will leave Tillson's Wharf
and Richard Edgecomb. all of Mas
xtrSKe j
here as guests of relatives.
Mrs. Phillip Brown of North Ha sachusetts. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
i Rockland at 1.30 p. m. making way
Mrs. Grace Ross has been em ven spent a few days with Mrs. Ed Jones and family were also guests at
j landings and arriving at Swan's
I Island about 6 o'clock.
136-137
ployed at Mrs. Emma Jackson's,
ward Howard recently.
the Esancy home recently.
day.
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CAUSED BY BLOWOUT

Mrs. William Ring and children of j
Thomaston Truck Has Mis
Those attending the banquet and
Gray spent a week recently with Mrs. |
dance in Boston at the 20th Century I
hap In Orland, But No
Club today are Mr. and Mrs. O. V.l
Ring's parents, Mr and Mrs. Esancy
body Injured
irew. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Creed,
Mr. Ring passed a few days in
Mrs.
L.
R.
Smith,
Mrs.
F.
K.
Coombs,
A Bucksport despatch in Thurs'The Father and Son Banquet.the
Rangeley and in Somerset County
Mrs. Charles iChilles, L. A. Coombs
|
day's
Bangor Commercial told the folthird annual, took place at Hope on
but found poor hunting conditions j
and Carl Magnuson.
1 lowing story of a mishap which befell
Oct. 29. with 52 boys and their
Legislation which would prohibit creased liquor problem when the law because of dry leaves. Tlie only
The Lions Club met Thursday night
1 a Thomaston truck:
"fathers" present. At the close of at the vestry for supper and meet-1 sale of intoxicating liquors within a goes into effect. From this he was deer he has seen were two in China
“A Chevrolet truck owned by the
radius of 300 feet of the property on lead to believe, he added, that pos —one day too early.
the bounteous repast, this program ing.
' Black & Gay Canners. Inc, of Thomi
Miss Aura Williams went Friday to|*hich a chureh °r scho01 ls located sibly another 20 per cent of towns will
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Poulliot. Jr and
| aston, and driven by Roy W. Weaver
was given:
-.v,
was favored by the Christian Civic go into the dry column two years son. Norbert, of Winslow are mak
j of Thomaston, was proceeding toward
Wollaston.
Mass.
Welcome, Donald Reed: Hall of
League of Maine at the annual meet from now. A total gain of 30,561 ln ing a few days’ visit with Mrs. Poul1 Bucksport, having picked up a load
Ocean
Bound
Rebekah
Lodge
met
Heroes. Harold Brown, Dor.ktt
ing Monday.
,
the dry vote was noted as an aston liot’s sister, Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald,
of clams in Brooksville and Castine
Brownell. Willis Reed. Willard Browq Tuesday night. After the ceremonies The league also voted to work for ishing fact.
j for the cannery.
while
Mr.
Poulliot
has
employment
Jr.: Fathers Day. Hanley Beverage; the play, “The Minister's New Car" repeal of the present bill licensing
Touching upon the question of the
"At a point on the straightaway,
there.
Toast for Two, James Wentworth! was presented.
games of skill and, in resolutions, ex bootlegger, he stated that “it is no
I according to Mr. Weaver, the left
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Esancy
and
Chums. William True; Men Are Opty
Mrs. Ralph Brown was hostess pressed
opposition to gambling, secret'' that many bootleggers being
I front tire blew out, causing the truck
son Ralph were Windsor visitors
Boys Grown Tall. Elroy Beveragej. Tuesday to the Mothers' Club.whether “legalized or otherwise;’ and brought into the State courts pur
! to leave the road on the left hand
Edward Murphy, Dana Herrick:
American Legion Auxiliary met authorized the superintendent Rev. chase their supply of liquor from the Sunday.
side, tip over against a bank and then
Whose Son? Frederick Brownell; Thursday nightit The Shoe.
Mrs. Guy Ladd has been passing ,
Frederick W. Smith of Waterville, to State liquor stores, and suggested
gc over on the other side of the road.
Song, To Our Fathers. Philip Wen**J
j take action toward its suppression. that limiting the amount that could a few days ln Boston with her cousin.
The
Girl
Scouts
held
a
session
|
Neither
the driver nor Stanley Cope
Miss Ida Elwin was called to New '
Rev. Roderick A. Macdonald of be legally transported would place in
worth. Rev J. Charles MacDonald
” Thursday night at Union Church
land of Rockland, a passenger, was
York
recently
by
the
illness
of
her
I
of the First Baptist Church, Rock-1
'
°
Westbrook was elected president to the hands of local officials a “tool
injured, but the body of the truck
land, was the guest speaker, and in , vestry'
... . „ _ succeed the Rev. Herbert F Aldrich that could be used to advantage agsister who is a hospital patient.
Irene Dunne is charmed by Helen Morgan'i tinging ire
. was considerably damaged and the
his informal talk with no set sub-, Byron MacDonald. Albert Osgood
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Wellman,
front axle sprung. There was, sur
ject in mind. Mr. MacDonald toD»'S! and BenJamln
returned Thurs; of Brewer. Other officers are: Prof. gainst such offenders."
Unicersal't "Show Boat."
N. E. Wheeler of Waterville, vice
'Mrs. C. C. Childs and Mrs Wellprisingly, no other damage to the
lday from a hunting trip ln Aroostook
Speaking
of
the
pari-mutuel
gam
,
vital message to his young hearer?,
'
»
president; Mrs. Justin O. Johnson of,
vehicle, the windshield not even be
of the most dlsasdaughter’ Murlel’ w're
containing much thought for the oldWaterville, secretary; W H. Bowden j bling law as "one
The picture tells the love story of son, noted baritone, gives resonant ing broken.
visitors at the home of Mrs. Well
Dr. H Lewis Banks who has been
er hearers, too. His earnestness
of Winslow, treasurer, and the Rev.’ trous things that has happened to
man's sister, Mrs. H. Esancy Other Magnolia and Ravenal on a Missis-1 voice and robust life to his role, with
"The clams, scattered all over the
guest this week of Leroy Coombs, re
made a deep impression on all.
Mr. Smith, superintendent.
| this State in recent years." Mr. Smith
guests at the Esancy home were Mr sippi show boat. Irene Dunne, the a chorus of 200 singers providing mag road and its left bank, were salvaged
turned
yesterday
to
Walpole.
Mass.
The supper committee had Mrs.
Rev. Wilbur F. Berry. D. D., of J declared that “the ballyhoo of the
nifleent musical effects in the back as to great extent as was possible,
A party chaperoned by Mrs. Carl Vassalboro. and Rev. C. E. Owen. , operators of the pari-mutuel is driv- and Mrs David Esancy of Appleton. star, and Allan Jones capture the
Etta Fernald as chairman, her as
ground. A cast of 3500 people gives another company truck coming up
Mr. and Mrs. Albert McGee and Miss
sistants being Mrs. Mabel Wright, Ames was entertained recently by Rev. D. D, of Waterville, former execu- tng hard into the pocketbooks of
imagination in these romantic sing- reamy an(j sweep to the production.
Thomas
of
Leominster,
Mass.,
Mrs
from Thomaston for that purpose.
Mrs. Addie Baird. Mrs. Evelyn Brown Harold Johns at the Eastholm estate tive secretaries, were elected honor- many who can ill afford to gamble
Charles Ring and daughter. Mrs ing roles. Charles Winninger plays Besides the surefire songs that are
"Mr Weaver told State Police that
In
the
group
were
Rebecca
Duncan,
Mrs. Georgia Brownell. Mrs. Estelle
ary directors.
! the money they pay for their tickets'
Captain Andy, genial river showman. inseparable from "Show Boat," there he did not apply the brakes when the
Rev. Mr. Smith and Rev. Mr Pointing to the posting of the odds Ralph Crockett of Warren
an
Bartlett and Miss Margaret hic- Lucy Ames, Eugene Burgess, Walter
His straitlaced wife is portrayed by are three new Jerome Kern-Oscar tire blew cut, (figuring that on his
a
Knight; waitresses. Clara BrowaelK Smith, Clinton Smith. Horatio Tor- Macdonald were elected directors of as making for serious situations, and cousin. MissMay H°aklng
Hammerstein tunes. High stepping doing that the brakes would lock and
Elmer the Anti-Saloon League.
M *as in this connection that he ad- fnend of New Hampshire, the: Uo> Helen Westley.
Dorothy Beverage. Estelle Beverage fason, 'Walter Torfason,
"Show Boat" is filled with music beauties in a dozen captivating dances the truck surely leave the road.”
Mary Herrick. Table decorations ln ! Coombs, Keith Kittredge. Clarence The league asked the directors to vocated that the matter of odds Fitzgerald. Ardelle Bumps and Fred
and dancing and heart throbs. The give further rhythmic charm to the
. c___ -- ... I.
-1--orange and black in keeping with Bennett. Woodrow Bunker. Carl Mag provide data for continued temper- ! should be done away with. He also i Poulliot families,
There® neVer enough Rytex Christpopular Helen Morgan, as Julie, sings picture, directed by James Whale.
situa- iI The honor list- _•
at Erskine
Halloween were done by the waitres nuson and Wilson Bridges. Games ance education among young people.
•. i1 expressed the view that if —the
— -------- Academy
- ij severa[ delightful songs. Paul Robe- ; —adv'
i mas Cards to go around . . . because
and
music
featured
the
evening
s
en,
|
tion
is
allowed
to
continue
the
fairs
|
for
the
first
ranking
period
contains
ses,
O, ftiov
also the dainty
xaavj 3-*
place
V. cards
Resolutions commended the activi
last minute shoppers make It lmposThose present, named by "father", tertainment. Luncheon was served, ties of the superintendent and other
which this form of betting is car- j these names: P06t graduates Dennis
_ __. ._.
■ £jim/~,'T/-am
W.
Cunningham
were
recently
In
Auj
to produce and supply the deand son: Archie Reed and Donaldi Miss Sara Bunker is convalescing officers, expressed appreciation to ried on wiU "become nothing more Crommett; seniors, Harriet Lothrop NORTH WASHING I ON
, mand. If you wish to save riisap'and Barbara True; Juniors. Margaret |
,nr „
rtavs gusta on business.
Reed; Stephen Baird and Willis | from a major operation at the Pater- the host church and memorialized than just plain gambling meets."
Mrs. Carrie Lenfest was guest I pointment, we suggest that you order
Reed; Raymond Ludwig and Edward son (N. J.) General Hospital.
the churches which have supported
Referring to the slot-machine, the pierce Ruth Kenoyer, Aaron Mar-1
TnnfAtt
ormm
Friday of Mrs. Leone 8herman at the your Rytex Christmas Cards this
the
league.
report
pointed
out
that
nearly
10
t
j
n
.
George
Smith;
sophomores.
Ar|
hunt
lng.^
Maurice
Lenfest
,
“
ccomMurphy; Wallace Robbins and Fred....
I years ago the Legislature enacted I ien Thomas. Grace Grindle, Thelma j Panled b>' a frlend from Wakefield village.
week ... the price, as of old, is only
Rockland
erick Brownell, D. F. Brownell and
The Vinalhaven &
The pari-mutuel, the slot-machine what came to be known as the Slot Tobey; freshmen. Kenneth Morton. | “^fTr'tn^
Mr. and Mrs. F. D Cunningham 50 for *100 Including your name on
on
its
winter
Donald Brownell, D. O Herrick and Steamboat Co. goes
that 11 did not Leona Plaisted. Evelyn Esancy. Bios- h°“e 0
and
W_ Lentet and son, Donald, visited Sunday with the cards and 50 envelopes to match.
Dana* Herrick Jr, Sam Pease and schedule. Nov. 14 with steamer and the liquor question came in for Machin€ Law'
See the new 1936 samples at The
the
Rev
Mr
Smith
legallze
slot
machlnes
that
had
P
1
*'
som
Lowden,
Shirley
Millett,
and
ErHarold
Turner
and
brother.
Roj relatives in Orland
Lawrence Wright, Arthur Howard North Haven leaving Swan's Island
consideration by---------- —--------- ...
.
,
. .. ,
Raymond Turner and W. A Courier-Gazette. Postage 10c—adv.
Turner have used marksmanship to
and William Hall; Allie Wettftan ' at 5 30 a. m, Stonington 6.30; North in his report read at the morning viously
ill€ga*' and that ll* lena Crocker
law “has
Part| Kennebec Pomona will be guest of good advantage each shooting a Palmer have concluded their work in ’------------------------------------------------and Gerald Hall. Burton Hall and j Haven 7.30; Vinalhaven 8.15, arriv- session
““ been badly -abused.
—— -----South China.
Robert Hall. Alden Allen and James ing in Rockland at 9.30. On the re
Looking to future action on the of that abuse' he e*Plained- u
** East Kennebec Pomona at the serv- deer.
Wentworth. Ralph Wentworth and turn she will leave Tillson's Wharf, part of temperance forces the report lald t0 6tat€ officials wh0 usued U' ices Sunday In Winslaw at 2.30 ln ob-, Merrill Turner, William Jones and
Why not bring in your Christmas
were business
Philip Wentworth. Everett Hobbs Rockland at 1.30 p. m. making way sets forth that in the victory there censes to operate illegal machines servance 0( Orange Sunday. East Charles Crummitt
and Wilfred Hobbs. Herbert Hardy landings and arriving at Swan's is a serious problem, adding that “for and ,ook advantage of the ignorance jjennej,ec Pomona's annual meeting ' visitors last Saturday in Gardiner.
list and let us show you how you can
held Tuesday—an all-day and ' Linwood Jones of Razorville and solve your Christmas Shopping prob
136-137
and David Hardy. Clifton Robbins Island about 6 o'clock.
more than two years we have been i of store ,keepers concerning the
Quick!—the unique
aid for preventing
and Vinal Hardy, Willard Brown and
saying over and over again that the 8&inbllng *aw| evening session with South China Roy Clark, an official of the 8tate lem quickly . . . and economically?
colds. Especially de
William Brown Jr., and Harold
t
Grange.
Gentlemen's
night
will
be
,
Prison,
have
been
prospecting
for
liquor sellers learned nothing from
’
.
WEST ROCKPORT
Rytex Printed Stationery comes in a
signed for nose and
Brown, Elmer True and William
j Wednesday at that Grange.
1 deer in this locality.
15 years of national prohibition. The
SOUT H WARREN
upper throat, where
True. Charles Wellington and Hom
| Friends of Mr» and Mrs. John j Frank Trask has completed his wide variety of styles and size suit
Mrs. M. A. Fogler is in Camden question that arises in my mind" he
most colds start.
Charles
Maxey
went
Tuesday
able
for
every
member
of
the
family
er Pendleton. Elry Beverage and where she will spend the wintei\with added, “is how much we drys learned
1 Boynton (Marion Lewis) tendered t contract for the construction of the
Vinalhaven
on
a
brief
business
trip
icks a tronoi
Hartley Beverage, Kenneth Mank her daughter Mrs. Martha Clark. from two years of repeal?"
. . . and the price is only *1.00, post
them a reception at Erskine Academy Academy building at South China.
Mr and Mrs. Walter Powers are
30c double quantity 50<
and Elroy Beverage Jr., Willard Miss May Fogler went Monday to
W. A. Palmer and Mr. and Mrs. F age 10 cents, at The Courier-Gazette.
recently
“It is my opinion that whatever
'
Wentworth and Maurice Wentworth, Chicago, the home of her brother. move we make be an exceedingly on a hunting trip in the Maine woods i
and Malcolm Wentworth. Irvin | Raymond Fogler, for the coming cautious one. that we lend every bit with headquarters at Patten.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Lermond, Mrs
Wright and Royce Wright, William. I nionths
’^CBEVBOILET w37
of aid that we can to officials who
Wright and Robert Wright, C. A ! Mrs M }
Mrs John Heal are earnestly and continously at Olive Fales. Mrs. C. J. Copeland and
Dunton and Richard Hart, John Mrs Robert Nutt and Mrs R j tempting to enforce existing laws, Mrs Doris Maxey motored Monday
Marriner and Obed Hart,
Heald attended the Forward Forum join forces with those (even with to Gardiner.
Mrs. Emma Counce. son Sidney of
Another happy’feature of the ban- suPPer and meeting Monday at the those with whom we do not in all
North Anson, Charles Jordan and
respects
agree)
who
put
forth
an
ef

quet was the birthday observance Littlefield Memorial Church in RockDke (ampfae Gvufort to correct abuses that are aris sister Zetta of Brunswick were in
made for Mrs. Etta Fernald. super- jland
town
Tuesday
to
attend
the
funeral
Mr and Mrs. Leeman Oxton mo ing." In this connection a widespread
intendent of the Sunday School. She
services for A. R Jordan.
tored
to Yarmouth Tuesday for a effort to inform the public of con
was presented with a birthday cake
Everett Colson, late advisor tq
ditions and to continue “our cam
visit
and
to
attend
dedication
exer

proudly bearing ?2 candles. The
Haile Selassie, and Mrs Colson arc
paign
of
education
among
young
presentation was made in a fitting cises at the Legion hall.
leaving for the U S. the latter part
Mrs. Thurston Spear entertained people" were urged.
manner by Willard Brown Sr., in be
of November and will locate for a
Referring
to
the
session
of
the
next
the Tuesday Club this week. The
half of the Sunday School.
time in Boston to be near their son
next meeting is with Mrs. Donald Legislature, which will meet on Jan.
• • • •
Edward who is a student at Massa
6,
Supt.
Smith
in
his
annual
re

It should have been mentioned In Tolman.
chusetts Institute of Technology.
the foregoing that the pleasing j»roThe 4-H Club met Tuesday after port stated that undoubtedly many
gram given in conjunction with 'the noon with its leader. Mrs. Henry laws In which the League will be in
Albert R. Jordan
banquet was arranged by Mrs. Eveh-n Keller. There was a full attendance terested will be proposed.
“
There
is
a
question
In
my
mind,"
The
death
of Albert R. Jordan
Brown and Mrs. Georgia Brownell.
from this Club at the County Con
he added, as to just how far the which occurred Saturday after a
• • • •
test in Rockland recently.
Christian churches ought to go ln brief illness brought sadness to his
(An expression of thanks is made to
the co-operation given to the draw many friends in this and adjoining
all who contributed in any way to
WEST WASHINGTON ing up of laws, especially of liquor towns
make the affair the big success it
where he was well known. Mr
was. especially to the mothers and
Miss Marion Hibbert has entered laws.”
Jordan was one of eight children of
• • • •
others who provided the food items
Knox Hospital for a few days.
William and Rebecca i Counce i Jor
He stated that suggestions are now dan of whom survive Willis K. of this
Miss Gloria Hibbert, R. N., of New
On Thursday of last week Mrs. i York is visiting her parents. Mr. and being made that the present State
place and Charles and Zetta of
Elizabeth Caven, Minerva Johnson, (Mrs
HiWjert fQr twQ
Liquor Commission be dissolved and Brunswick.
Doris Malstrom. Catherine Caven.
preeman Whjte
Lisbon
a one-man commission be given com
Of a kindly, genial nature and pos
Shirley Johnson. June Weber *nd
guest Qf c[eo BartleU for g fpw plete supervision of the selling and
sessed of a strong sense of humor, he
Marlon Graves, representing the dayg
control of liquor in the State. 'To made and retained friends and his
Clark island Sunday School, met vilth , G Q C
met Wednes<J
me,” he added, that looks like an In presence enlivened many gatherings
Miss McKnight at her apartment wRh
June
ternal problem for the dispensers of as well as the home circle. He was
and made plans for the Thanksgiving 1
Mrs. Lizzie Wellman has been til liquor to deal with, and yet the re married to Mabel Copeland, Oct. 27,
program to be presented the evening
sults of such a change might have 1887 and she survives him as do a
this week.
of Nov. 22. It will be a dramatiza
Mrs. Bessie Dawson spent last week an effect on the liquor situation that son Henry of Rockland and a grand
tion of Faith's Victory over Doubt
NEW DIAMOND CROWN SFEEDLINE JTYIINO
end with her mother, Mrs. Lottie we cannot close our eyes to. Should daughter, Barbara.
and Fear.
we. then range ourselves upon one
Bowman.
Making
this new 1937 Chevrolet the smartest and
For several years Mr Jordan was
moat distinctive of all low-priced cars.
Miss Anna Hibbert, a student nurse side or the other in the issue at employed as section foreman at
At the East Union Sunday school
stake?"
Woolwich and Rockland but returned
last Sunday only two members were at Knox Hospital, visited at her home
In his consideration of the liquor
to his home town and present home
absent, the roll reaching the En last weekend.
PIRPCCTKD HYDRAUUC BRAKES
NEW HtOH-COMPItEISION
Mrs. Mae Hibbert, daughter Gloria question, Mr. Smith referred to “the In 1917. The greater part of the time
couraging figure of 35. The school
For the first time, the very
problem of drinking among young
VAIVE-IN-HEAO INOINI
(With DouNt-Artleuhted Brtka She* Unka«e)
and
aunt
Miss
Katie
Kennedy,
were
since he had been interested in the
will present the pageant "Out of the
Much more powerful, much
Recognized everywhere aa the safest,
Bible’’ in connection with Thanks visitors Monday in Augusta and Hal- people.” adding that “the stories alewife industry in which he won a
newest
things
in
motor
that
daily
are
coming
to
light
of
apirited, and the thrift king of ita
smoothest, most dependable brakes
owell.
giving worship service on Sunday,
price claaa.
ever built.
drunken young people are so as reputation for honesty and fair deal
Buster Hallowell is one of the lucky
Nov. 22, at Grange hall, at 7:30. All
tounding in their number that one ings.
car heauty, comfort,
NEW AU-SILENT, AU-STEEL BODIES
hunters, having shot a deer Monday.
invited.
Deceased was a member of the
OENUINI FISHER
cannot stop here to recount them;'
(With Solid keel TunM Top-UnhtoU Consttudlon)
The Clark Island Sunday Sciiool
NO DRAFT VINTILATION
First
Baptist
Church
in
Rockland,
Referring to “the lawlessness of
Wider, roomier, more luxurioua, and
safety and performance
had an attendance of 27, Dr. H. V.
Eliminating drafts, (moke, windshield
TENANT’S HARBOR
many of those dispensing alcoholic had been for nearly 50 years a mem
the first all-steel bodies combining
Tweedie reporting two new members
clouding—promoting health, comfort,
alienee with safety.
beverages,"
the
superintendent ber of the Masonic Lodge in Thom
safety.
A piano has been placed in the
ln his class of young people, an En
come to you with the
averred that “there are scores of beer aston and was also a member of the
SUPEB-SAK SHOCKPROOF STEERINO*
couraging feature. Hope's attend church parlor—a gift from the John parlors in the state today which are Warren Lodge K. of P. and Good
(at no sit™ cost)
IMPROVED OLIDINO
ance was 32.
Miller home. Willardham presented unable to serve any semblance of the Will Grange in this place.
additional advantage of
KNEE-ACTION RIDE*
Steering so true and vibrationlesa that
by Mrs. Mary (Miller) Alley.
Services were conducted at his
meals that the law requires they
driving is almost effortless.
(si so extra coat)
a
Following a recent morning service shall be able to serve.’’
home Tuesday his 71st birthday an
STONINGTON
being thoroughly proved,
Proved by more than two million Kneeat the church during the communion
SAFETY PLATE OLASS AU AROUND
He called attention to the fact that niversary with Rev. H. S. Kilborn of
Action uaero to be the world’s safest,
(at no sms oott)
The Vinalhaven & Rock'.s nd period, the right hand of fellowship
smoothest ride.
Interment
the action of the League was justified Thomaston officiating.
thoroughly reliable.
The finest auality, clearest-vision
Steamboat Co. goes on Its winteP was extended to Rev. and Mrs. In going strongly on record two years was in South Warren cemetery amid
safety plate glass, included aa standard
*gnw-Ar«(ao ang Starkpnof .SiaariM. on Mn
schedule, Nov. 14 with steamer Newell Smith, by Rev. P. E. Miller.
ago as favoring the enactment of a a profusion of beautiful floral
equipment.
Do Im,. model, only.
North Haven leaving Swan's Island
local option law that would permit tributes.
Cgnaral Motort IntUaHmml Plan—monthly paymrnli <o tuil your purto,
ONWARD
Chevrolet Motor I'ompany, Detroit, Michigan.
at 5 30 a. m„ Stonington 6.30; Nofth
communities to vote on the hotel sale
Haven 7.30; Vinalhaven 8.15, ari
rrtv(For The Courier-Gazette)
WINTER SCHEDULE
of liquor and the sale of beer as well
this weeping—all this sadness?
ing in Rockland at 9.30. On theB 1C- Why
1936—1937
as on the State store question
Why let hearts a-wearied grow.
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 14
turn she will leave Tillson’s Wharf When ’tls plain these lessons bring no which had been arranged for ln
DAILY
EXCEPT
SUNDAY
Rockland at 1.30 p. m. making way Blessings greater than we know?
SERVICE TO
previous enactment.
VINALHAVEN,
NO.
HAVEN,
STONING
landings and arriving at Swap's Cheery robins ln their gladness
Mr. Smith recounted the fact that
TON, ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN’S
Valiant lessons with us share.
Island about 6 o'clock.
136-131
ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
They moan not though storms ln fury 252 towns and plantations, 52 per
Read Down
Wreck the nests they've built with care;
Read Up
A GENERAL MOTOR! VALUE
FOE ECONOMICAL T1ANIFO1TAT1OM
cent of the communities of the State A. M.
P M
But with Joyous song are soaring
, SWAN’S ISLAND
........ Ar C OO
voted liquor out in the recent State
High above to sheltered knolls.
r STONINGTON
....... Lv 4.10
WE BUY
Where ln patience they start building election and that after Jan. 1, next,
/ North Haven ............
Lv 3.30
Nests more sturdy—safe from falls.
r VINAI.HAVEN .
Lv 2.45
no liquor will (be sold in their con
ROCKLAND
Lv 1.30
May we too when storms of error
fines. He also pointed out that more
Subject
to
change
without
notice
Wreck the hopes we've built ln vain,
689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 1250
CLARENCE E. DANIELS Turn
than 30 towns were lost by less than
VINALHAVEN 4 ROCKLAND
our hearts ln greater effort
STEAMBOAT
CO.
With a song, to build again
JEWELEB
|
10 votes each, and added that towns Telephone 40Z
Barker’s Garage, Union
Peaslee & Ross, Vinalhaven
Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston
Rockland. Me.
Anna OJala
*70 MAIN 8T„
ROCKLAND
voting for liquor will have an In137-tf
Fairfield Sanatorium
HOW RURAL RELIGIOUS —
EDUCATION PROSPERS

The Civic League Will Seek Legislation On Two
Paramount Issues

At the first
SNIFFLE..

V

V -

THE ONLY COMPLETE CAR-PRICED SO LOW

OLD GOLD

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
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Probate Notices
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In Everybody’s Column ?................................?

STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements In this column noi, to » I
P AND FOIINO I
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creighton,
Mrs. Ralph Byrne is in Thomaston
To *11 persons Interested tn either of exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 *
cents,
three
times
for
50
cents.
Addl<*********♦*«.**!,
who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
where she will make her home.
the estates hereinafter named:
tional lines five cents each for one time
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, 10 cents for three times. Six words
Mrs. Gladys Grant and Mrs. Ham George Creighton tn East Milton.
ONE truck chain lost Monday mornSHOWS START AT 8.00 P. M.
make a IHie
«
lng on Broadway W. M. LITTLE. 360
ln
and
for
the
County
of
Knox,
on
the
Mass., and Mrs Charles B. Singer,
lin Scofield have been in Portland.
Broadway.
Tel. 532.
135-137
20th day of October ln the year of our
TUESDAY, NOV. 17
Rev. N. R. Pearson of Needham. who visited her son. John Singer, a
V I
Lord one thousand nine hundred and $t ♦
I
Mass., is visiting his daughter, Mrs. student at the Bentley School of
thlrty-slx, and by adjournment from day «
■G
“SWINGTIME”
I
Accounting, and her niece. Miss
to day from the 20th day of said October *
Herman Castner.
One cold windy day can eat up an amaz
♦
thc following matters having been pre- *
I
with
Mrs. William Stafford and Mr. and Elizabeth Brown, at Lasell Junior
' R
| sented for the action thereupon herein X •
ing
amount
of
fuel
at
this
time
of
the
College,
meantime,
returned
home
-'-*
—
*
—
**-•
*
*
*
>
Mrs. William Stafford Jr., of Lubec
FRED ASTAIRE.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. 2 ln family.
after Indicated It ls hereby Ordered:
year. Better order now and specify D&H
SHOATS and pigs for sale, all sizes;
W F. SIDENSPARKER. Warren, Me
have been visiting Mr. and; Mrs. Thursday.
GINGER ROGERS
Tliat notice thereof be given to all per
135*137 slabwood $5 cord delivered; green cordCone-Cleaned ANTHRACITE.
sons Interested, by causing a copy of
' Joseph Stafford. Mrs. Sarah Stafwood $6.50 cord. R L. ESANCY. Liberty.
The Baptist Ladles' Circle will meet
CONTACT man wanted for national
this order to be published three weeks
137*139
I ford, who aacompanied them, will Wednesday. Supper will be served at ,
Experience unnecessary.
THURSDAY, NOV. 19
successively ln the Courier-Oazette a organization
NINETEEN draft horses for sale: also
Good appearance essential No selling
newspaper
published
at
Rockland
ln
pass the winter here.
6 by Mrs. Nellie Orff. Mrs. Eunice
said County that they may appear at a Write 750-770 Madison Bldg. Milwaukee, 70 Shoats and pigs. C. M BURGESS.
“CHARLIE CHAN AT
137*139
137*lt Union, Tel. 6-4.
Clarence Woodbury has recovered M. Tillson, Mrs Gladys Moore and
Probate Court to be held at said Rock WIs.
land, on the 17th day of November A. D.
HAVE Just made some new sour kraut.
MIDDLE aged woman wanted to do
THE RACE TRACK” from illness and resumed his position Mrs. Ruby Hall. In the evening at
I 1936. at nlre o'clock In the forenoon, housework Apply C. A. TOWLE. Apple- $1.15 gal. New kraut pickle $1 gal.
j and be heard thereon tf they see cause. ton. Tel. 11-12.
TEL. 487 ROCKLAND
with the Farm Service Stores.
135*137 Doctors claim good for your health. E.
7:15 an entertainment will be pre
with
A. DEAN, Rockland. Tel. 67.1-J 129-137
WILLIAM B MITCHELL, late of RockThe weekly assembly of the High sented by members of the Choral
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for man alone
] land, deceased. Wlll and Petition for in small village, no one over 45 need
APPLES for Thanksgiving, extra fancy
W ARNER OLAND.
School was held Friday morning with i Society to which the public is in
Probate thereof, asking that the same apply. J. Liberty. Maine
137*142 McIntosh. Golden Delicious. Northern
HELEN WOOD
may
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
and Greenings, for sale by peck or
Alfred Ellis as chairman. The meet vited. A collection will be taken.
GIRL wanted for kitchen work to go Spys
Letters Testamentary Issue to Viola E
box Come early, as supply ls limited.
Mitchell ot Rockland, she being the home nights, Tel. 669-M. 75 Broad street. NICHOLS FARM, Atlantic Highway,
ing opened with the singing of
Miss Dorothy Brennan has resigned
135-tf Warren. Tel. 7-21.
i Executrix named In said Wlll, without
137*139
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
••America.'' Capt. Frank Pollard gave her position in the law office of
bond.
WOMAN with school girl wants house
CEMETERY
lot
for
sale,
excellent
loca
NOV. 20. 21
TW O HOUR FIGHT
■ an interesting talk on “The Duties Alfred M. Strout. and went to Bos
Notices of Appointment
FERNANDO S. PHILBRICK late of keeping position with middle aged, or tion In Achorn cemetery Apply to MRS.
elderly gentleman. Write A. K Care ETTA ANDERSON, 259 Talbot ave
---------------------------------------------------------- Rockland, deceased. Wlll and Petition for
of Citizenship." Group singing ton yesterday for an indefinite stay.
135*137
WILL ROGERS
I Charles L Veazie, Register of Pro- ! Probate thereof, asking that the same Courier-Oazette.
137*140
brought the assembly to a close.
___ -for the
__ County
_____ _ _
of ____
Knox,_ ...
ln ___
the »>»>'. be .proved and allowed and thait
YOUNG lady to assist manager In
Miss Jane R. Miller is now employed Backfiring Gas Engine Start- bate
PRESSED and loose hay for sale.
in
j c i,
r-\.
.1
State of Maine, hereby certify that In I Letters Testamentary tssue to Ralph P circulation of national weekly wanted. CUTTING
An all day session of Meenahga by Mr. Strout.
FARM,
South
Warren.
Tel.
Cd OtUDDOrn rire ?At the the following estates the persons were I Conant of Rockland, he being the Execu- High commissions and transportation 3-3
137*139
Grange was held Friday with dinner I
Administrators
Executors I tor named In said Will, without bond.
paid. Chance to travel South. Call MISS
appointed
“AMBASSADOR BILL”
Mrs. Ralph Keyes who returned
MILL property and equipment for
and 6
Guardians and Conservators and on the
Northend
CHARLOTTE P. LUFKIN, late of Rock WIERBY at 484-M. 2 to 4 p. m . 135*137
served at noon.
quick sale House 10 rooms, barn, wood
dates hereinafter named
last Saturday from a ten-day visit
Matinee 2.30 p. m. Saturday Only
land. deceased. Wlll and Petition for to 7 p m.
shed, 5 acres, city water, hot water heat.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Murphy. Miss
FRANCES M. BACHELDER. late of 1 Probate thereof, asking that the same
in New York city and Jackson
A backfiring gasoline engine used to
LOCAL opening November 18 for one VERNON L. PACKARD. City, Tel 987-J.
Gloria Bridges and David Murphy
Rockland, deceased. Adelbert R Bach- may be proved and allowed and that reliable man as dealer for the Fuller
137*142
Special: $10 given away each
Heights. L. I., was entertained while operate a wood saw caused a lively elder and Edwin L. Brown, both of Letters Testamentary Issue to William Brush Company. Lower prices with a
of Acton, Mass., have been guests of I
BRUSH for sale. $3 per load W R.
fire vesterdav afternoon in the ok! Rockland, were appointed Admrs . Oct i R Lufkin of Rockland, he being the bigger volume at business make this
Saturday night in three prizes;
there as dinner guest of the crew on j nre
yesterday aiternoon m tne ou 6 j936 and quallfled by fl|lng bond [ Executor named ln said Will, without
MURRAY Rockport. Tel. 511 Camden
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
third prize this week is $10.
necessary. Preferably with car and mar Tel. 384-M.
137*139
bond‘
**
board the yacht. Noparo. of which A. J. Bird Co. store building on Front on same date.
ried. Average earnings $32 75 weekly.
137-138
The date for the first cooking
AUCTION — Reconditioned
Boston
CLAES E, BOMAN. late of Vinalhaven S^les experience not necessary as we
ELIZABETH S. TURNER. l»te of
her
son.
Kenneth
Keyes,
is
a
member
street
and
kept
the
department
busy
school sponsored by the Central
Thomaston, deceased. Ruth T Oeorge deceased Wlll and Petition for Probate train you For Information write FUL- i storage household furniture, all kinds,
Mrs.
Keyes
was
also
entertained
at
lor
nearly
two
hours.
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
may
be
i
LER
BRUSH
COMPANY.
704
Chapman
JP“
•
>4.
Rlveralde
hall,
Appleof Thomaston was appointed Admx,
Maine Power Co., and conducted by
Droved and allowed and that Letters JI Bldg
Bldg . Portland. Maine
135*137 ! 1011 r' J WILLIAMS
135*137
proved
The building has bcen used for sev- I O®1- 20without bond.
luncheon
on
the
French
liner
Nor

NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS
Testamentary
Issue
to
Charles
L.
Boman
Mrs. Carrie Williams Fowler will be
-----------------HOUSE banking brush for sale; also
Hudson l. bowley late of Milton, of Vinalhaven. and Herbert E Boman of
mandie. later attending the National eral vears as a fuel yard by W F.
1500 bundles of Christmas trees wanted any size trees for lawn C. E OROTTON,
of the
Thursday.
Mass deceased
Charles L. Bowley of Lisbon Falls, they being the Executors Immediately. HASKELL BROS. Lor 138 Camden St. Tel 1214-M
135-tf
Mass., was appointed Admr., named ln said Wlll. without bond.
WALDOBORO LOAN AND
Cabin Filling Sta . City. Tel. 1115-J j —owv
...
.-------:------r------The Baptist Missionary’ Society Horse Show at Madison Square Gar Tibbetts, whose chief loss is from Randolph.
Oct 20. 1936 without bond Alan L
house Tel 25.
137-tf '
_,?n?’IL?.uPpL.,or_“le_“ bA»«ty
stock
in
thc
structure.
The
building
den.
While
at
Jackson
Heights
she
BUILDING ASSOCIATION
ESTATE ARVILLA P. SKINNER, late
for $5. at 42 Fulton St., City. Tel. 960-R.
Bird cf Rockland was appointed Agent
met Friday afternoon at the home of
of Warren, deceased. Petition for Ad
135*137
was guest of her aunt. Mrs. Prances itself badly gutted, was not of great In Maine.
WALDOBORO
Miss Edna M. Young.
ministration. asking that Eula M | POSITION wanted, as allround cook.
WHEELCHAIR for sale, slightly used.
EVELYN L AMES, late of Matlnlcus Skinner of Waterville, or some other HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union end
value. It is understood that Mr. Tib
The provisions of Section 48.
Osborne 'Welt has been visiting his Pauli, formerly of this town.
87-tf
cash
S15
P.
S
YOUNO.
R
P.D.
Box
86
suitable
person
^be
‘
“
appointed
''
Admx
‘
J
Wll!ow
Sts..
Rockland.
________
Isle Plantation, deceased. Weston L.
Chapter 57. Banking Laws of Maine,
------ j Vinalhaven.
135*13i
daughters in Melrose, Mass . Miss
The meeting of the Board of Trade betts has partial insurance. Several Ames of Matlnlcus Isle i Plantation was without bond,
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Frank H. Jordan and daughter, Vivian Mullen .................
Judge of Probate Court for
FRED A. THORNDIKE ' FOUR-room apaitment to let, all
ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO Esquire.
137-S-143 modern Apply at CAMDEN * ROCKCounty. Rocklar.d Maine.
Miss Margaret Jordan, went Wed Arlene Havener ....................... 5025 - IT is ordered that this casa be Knox
_________________________ - I LAND WATER CO.. Tel. 634.
132-tf
Attest:
Franrix
Hsvener
4iqo
d
°£.
keted
forthwith,
and
the Clerlc of thi5 Court g)ve
CHARLES L. VE ZIE. Register.
nesday to West Hartford, Conn., to rrantis micner .......................... 4iya
SUPERIOR
COU
’
DT,
131-S-137
STATE OF CONNECTICUT,
visit Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harriman, Charles Mitchell ...................... 3605 public notice to all persons who
Iz.a^ ursitz. io-x-z! 1 furnished labor or materials for the
County Of Hartford,
COMMISSIONER. ' NOTICE
ibprosecution of the work for the extenenroute to Miami, ivhere they will ueon wnne jr................................
the 10 dav of November. 1936
Knox, ss
Daisy Gray ............................... 2513,lon and remodeling of the Customs
EDNA DRESSER BLANCHARD
spend the winter.
_
_
i House and Post Office at Rockland.
November 4 A D 1936
vs
....................... 2504 Maine, of the pendency of these proMr. and Mrs. Edward B. Newcombe Carrie Breen
We. the undersigned, having been dulyCHARLES T BLANCHARD
ceedlngs and of the right of said credi appointed by the Honorable Melzer T
SECOND
ORDER
OF NOTICE.
LADIES -Rellable hair goods at Rock
William
Cross
...........................
2151
We issue the most amazing book in the world
■ and daughter, Jean went Tuesday to
tors to Intervene therein, by publishing Crawford. Judge of Probate within and
Upon complaint In snld cause brought land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
2022 a true and attested copy of this Order \ for said County, Commissioners to re to said Court, at Hartford. In said sollcljed. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Worcester. Mass., where they are to Vera Ames ................
Court ln the Courier-Gazette, a news- celve and decide upon the claims of the County, on the first Tuesday of Septem
A ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING
132-tf
Vivian Fester ........................... 1509 of
j pass the coming season.
paper published ln Rockland. County of creditors of Abram W Nye late of Rock- ber 1930 and now pending, claiming a
Ellen Anderson ........................ J485 Knox. and State of Maine, once a week j land ln said County, deceased, whose divorce, custody of minor children. It not
ATTENTION: Worthwhile Spiritual
Services
at
St.
John's
Church
Sun

ASSOCIATION DEPOSIT BOOK
for three successive weeks, the last , estate has been represented Insolvent, appearing to this Court that thc defend Reading. You may ask questions. 25c and
day will be Holy Eucharist and ser- Clayton McMahon.................... 1022 publication to be not later than Novem- j hereby give public notice, agreeably to ant has received notice of the pendency stamp. G. A. A. JONES, Bluehlll Falls.
ber 20. 1933. nnd by mailing a true and the order of the said Judge of Probate, of said complaint and It appearing to Me.
It is small. It will go in your pocket. It isn't of much interest
136*138
; mon at 9:30 and evensong and ser
attested copy of this Order to all known that six months from and after October this Court ls absent that the where
at first, but you will get more and more enthused over it, month by
persons supplying labor and materials 20. 1936 have been allowed to said credi abouts of the defendant ls unknown to
mon
at
5
p.
m.
month, and the funny thing about it is that the older and shab
as aforesaid, at thelr last known address, tors to present and prove their claims: the plaintiff
The annual Armistice .Day supper
at least six days before said November and that we will attend to the duty as
bier and more dog-eared it gets, the more valuable it becomes. Very
ORDERED, that notice of the Institu
20.
1936.
signed us as such Commissioners on tion and pendency of said complaint
at which the Williams-Brasier Post
soon it will buy you a baby carriage, an electric refrigerator or an
JOHN A PETERS.
Monday. November 23, 1936 and Tues shall be given the defendant by publish
oil burner or pay your taxes and coal bill and even start you on thc
Auxiliary entertained .all ex-service
Judge. U. S. District Court. day, April 20. 1937 at the Probate Court ing Jhls order ln The Courier-Oazette a
Oct. 22. 1936
way to owning your home. M hat do you want? We can help you.
Room. Knox County Court House. Union newspaper published
ln
Rockland.
mzdicatect with A Dated
men and their families was attended
late
I
true copy.
Street. Rockland. Maine at two of the Maine, once a week, for two successive
throat-soothing ingredients
Attest:
clock ln the afternoon of each of said weeks, commencing on or before Novem
j by 60. It was given in the Legion
JOHN F KNOWLTON.
days.
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N
ber
17
1936
of
Vicks
VapoRub.
j rqpms and was an enjoyable gather
Clerk
GILBERT HARMON.
By the Court.
18 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
By Marlon Richards.
ALFRED M STROUT.
ing.
ROBERT J. STACK.
Chief Deputy Clerk.
131Btf
Commissioners.
Assistant
Clerk of said Court
icks
ough
rop
' Parent-Teacher Association met
131-8-137
134-8-140
137-8-149
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FOR SALE

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

;

TO LET

;
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Every-Other-Day

®SOCi ETY

Coat Sale
NEW CLOTH COATS

Davis as chairman; Mrs. Delia York,
Baraca Class held a social Wednes
Mrs. Nellie Achorn, Margaret Bow
day
night in observance of the holller, Betty Vafiades, and Miss Nellie
Cunningham. This was the second in | da>'' The Pegram included reada series of six parties, with a capl-88(1 singln« °£ wartime songs,
tai prize to be awarded at the end. The salute to the Flag was led by
The third party will be held next Miss Madeline Rogers. Mrs. Velma
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Lina Benson was voted to become a mem| ber. There were 30 in attendance,
Carroll in charge.
enjoying games and refreshments,
Sunshine Society rummage sale and served by Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt, chair
sale of fancy work will be held man.
Thursday. Nov. 19, at Burpee's furni
ture store, beginning at 9.30. Dona- J Mrs. E A. Boone and son Richtions will be appreciated for the sals ard are home from three weeks' visit
at Burpee’s on that date.—adv.
in Springfield, Mass.
Miss Alice Haskell, who has been a
resident of this city for several
years, went Tuesday to Lewiston
where she will reside. Her many
friends and the Bible Moth Club, of
which she was an active member,
extend their good wishes to her at
her new home.

Robert Russell
grandparents. Mr
Waite ln Canton.

Mrs Alice Luke and Mrs. Audrey
Teel entertained at the former’s
home Friday night in honor of Kath
erine Snow, who is To be married in
the near future. Bridge and beano
were played, honors going to Virginia
Snow. Luella Snow. Marion Ginn.
Marion Mullen. Vivian Mullen, Vel
zora Plourd and Ruth Clark. Others
present were Constance Snow, Elea
nor Post, Helen Delano. Joan Moulai
son, Doris Merriam, Barbara Grif
fin, Florence Snow Mrs. Harold Phil
brook, and Mrs. Milton Griffin.
Luncheon was served, after which
Miss Snow was presented with many
useful gifts.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Warrer of
Waterville have announced the en
gagement of their niece. Miss Made
line Huston, to Norman Myott. son
ot Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Myott of
Aspen avenue. South Portland. Miss ,
Huston is a graduate of Waterville i
High School, class of '32, and a1
graduate of Knox County General
Hospital, class of '35. Mr. Myott
graduated from Portland High and
is connected with the ThomasLaughlin Company of Portland. No
definite date has toeen set for the
wedding.

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

SPECIAL FOR NEXT WEEK
SWEATERS, BLOUSES,

A young girl who made a delight- I as one of the numbers on the pro
ful and lasting impression during her gram of the first concert for young
people to be played by the Philadel
Rockland sojourn, though confined
phia Orchestra Nov. 18. Stokowski I
CLEANED AND PRESSED
to few' years, was Jane Welch, and conducting. Assisting the orchestra
news of her and activities in her there will be a chorus of 160 voices.
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK
SCHOOL STREET.
ROCKLAND, ME.
I Guilford home are always welcomed. Mr. White is the son of Mr. and
I Jane who has the gift of an unusually Mrs. Louis C. White of Bangor. He
beautiful natural voice is much in was educated in the Bangor schools,
I demand as soloist. Recently she ap- then attending the New England
peared in a program Rising “Tlie ' Conservatory of Music in Boston |
Little Tavern” the words of which j where he received high scholastic |
Is again openrd for business, continuing the Special Sale of all
were written by Edna St. Vincent honors. From there he went to the i
DE LUXE WORK A LITTLE MORE
CROQUIGNOLE PERMANENTS $2.00 complete
Millay. She also sang “I Send My Cincinnati Symphony, but returned
598 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 1064-M
Heart Up To Thee," from Brown to the New England Conservatory of
EXPERT WORKMANSHIP
137*lt
ing's poem “In a Gondola.” It Is a Music as an Instructor. He is now
ON REPAIRING AND RELINING
beautiful song, and was written at a member of the faculty of the East- j
the instance of a friend inspired by man School of Music in Rochester. •
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
- .a painting. Jane secured this latter I N. Y., and associate conductor of
| I song through a Mrs. Abell who sum- ' Rochester's Civic Orchestra. Believe j1
ALTERING AND REFITTING DRESSES
| j mered in Bradford, Vermont, this that Mr. White was an instructor of
| I year Mrs. Abell is the director of the ' guest artist at thc Eastern Music !
choir in which was formerly Rev. Camp, Lake Messalonskee, for one or
Stanley High's church in New York, ! more summers.
The united concert given by Les Jane had the pleasure of meeting her
• • • •
*
Camarades Musicaux of Bath and and studying with her for a time.! Ruth Slenczynskl. 11-year-old conher debut at
' the Rubinstein Club of this city, htov. The experience which gave her great cert P*®nlst' *ho
i 9 at the Bath Winter street Congre- help was her first in real music les- I To™ HaU' Ncw York' three >'ears
137’lt
t «M- »/
ago, recentlY arrived in New York on
I gational Church, was an outstanding sons in voice
I was also Interested to learn that the President Roosevelt, accompanied
musical event of the fall season. Such
remarkable talent was displayed Havener Cassens participated in a b>’ her father’ Josef Slenczynskl. to
throughout the concert that highest recent Guilford program given in Imake a concert tour that wU1 take Creamer have employment in Cam worked on one candidate Tuesday
j praise goes to all the artists taking conjunction with the annual Univerthe Paciflc Coast and back'
night at Warren Grange. Refresh
den.
Mr Slenczynskl, who conceded that
i part. The grand finale, which was salist fair (In the church of which
ments will be served.
Callers at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
1 sung by the choruses of both clubs, Rev. George H Welch is pastor) . Mr. , hls daughter was the "greatest
Deer tagged to date are: does by
! with organ, first and second violins Cassens, who acts as pastor of the Planist ln the worW" 581(1 that she Leland Philbrook Wednesday were David Hill and Austin Moody. Frank
' and harp accompaniment, was a Baptist Church at Parkman, offered would make her debut In England Mr. and Mrs. Harry Compton and Rinnie shot a 209-pound seven-point
number long to be remembered. The 1 two selections, displaying a powerful j next
6' ln Covent Garden, under two sons of Portland.
buck, Friday the 13th This is the best
entire program follows
voice and giving great pleasure to hls the direction of Sir Thomas Beecham
Miss Doris Bowley has employment shot this season as all others have
I Instrumental Trios—
hearers. A feature of this same pro Under English law she has not been in the home of Mrs. Carl HofTses, in bcen small. The spike horn credited
(a) Meditation,
Bach-Border
gram was a lecture by Dr. Marian allowed to play there because she was Waldoboro.
(b) Melodte.
Chnrpentler
to Burdeen Simmons was shot by Mrs.
|
Mrs Carl Albee, organ; Mr Merton
Bradshaw of the Bangor Theological under 12 years of age—she will be 12
Simmons.
The
flrst
and
second
degrees
will
be
Sprague, violin; Mr Francis
McPherson, harp.
Seminary, covering the trip he made on Jan. 15.
Chorus“Ruth is making great progress all
la) The Clock.
Sherwood the past summer. It was his first
MONDAY-TUESDAY
(b) A plantation Love Song.
showing of his pictures obtained dur the time." her father said; “A lot of
Deems-Taylor
people
have
been
claiming
that
they
ing that trip. Dr. Bradshaw ls a
Rubinstein Club
IT AGAIN! LIVE IT AGAIN!
Obligato solo
prime favorite in Guilford and vicinl- taught her. but I have been her only
Mrs. Helen Wentworth
THE LITTLE RADIO THAT GETS
ty
inasmuch
as
he
was
pastor
in
that
t€ach€r
'
she
can
P
lay
long
and
dlf
*
acc. Mrs Nettle Averill
Director Mrs. Faith Berry
ficult concertos that tire the ordi
The great "State Fair"!
Aria—Amour Vlens Alder. Saint Saens town for four years in addition to
ALL ON THE AIR...
From Samson & Delilah
his work at the Bangor Seminary. nary pianist, and when she is finished
Mrs Lydia Storer
You'll thrill even
You will recall that Dr. Bradshaw she still feels fike going on with her
at*the piano
...IN A FOOT SQUARE Trio—YeMrs.FI’Averill
Ids of Light,
Millet has given two lectures in Rockland. playing. Sometimes when wc go to
more to this magniflMrs. Weston Holman. Mrs Fred Cary.
•
But to go back to Jane—she is a concerts to hear other pianists—and
Mr Clifford Smith
EtfCnkig
I
cent hit that brought
Mrs. Albee at piano
senior in the High School, stands great ones, too—she gets nervous and
Schutt
WHY Emerson is a BETTER Radio Plano—The Brooklet.
when
they
make
mistakes
she
says;
Venetian Barcarolle.
Godard head of her class, which does not
Will Rogers his great
Miss Dorothy Lawry
It's a precision-engineered instrument
surprise us a whole lot as she al- , ‘ohwhat would
My to
■
from start to finish. Harmonized I nit Aria—Mlcalla's Prayer from Carmen.
est fame!
Bryet ways took her school work seriously ]
Construction • Micro-Selector • Sig
Mrs. Nettle Nicholson
You will recall that I have told
nal Filter • Automatic Volume Con
and
made
earnest
endeavor.
Is
reI
Mrs. Nettle Averill at piano
trol • Indirectly Lighted Exclusive Quintette—How Can I Forget Thee.
.hearsing at present every night on >ou **fore that man>' who delve toto
Will
Goldbeek
GEMLO11) Dial.
the senior class play, is called on for I the occult sciences believe that Ruth
Miss Kathleen Leonard. Mrs John
Sanborn Mrs Carleton Rice. Mr
every special program requiring Is a reincarnation of Liszt. In any
WHY Emerson is a BETTER Value
Allan Ramsav. Mr. Clifford Smith
Mrs Albee at piano
singing, and is a member of the event she has got all the great
Because Emerson is the product of the Instrumental Trio—Egyptian Ballet.
pianists of today puzzled.
World’s Largest Maker of Small Radios,
Lulglni church choir made up entirely of
Janet
• • • »
Mrs. Faith Berry, organ; Mrs Nettle
economies are naturally -fleeted in its
girls of her own age. It is so nice
Averill, piano; Miss Bertha Luce violin
MAPLES
AFTER
FROST
production. These savings are your | Duo
—Bolero.
Saint Saens to have some news of Jane, and we
savings.
Mrs. Robert Hatch. Mrs. Earl Storer
are hoping that she will have thc j T^lss^°[^1 Hi<ghiantdl!ad>aple '*
Mr McPherson at piano
i Italian Serenade.
Stevenson inspiration some day to write a poem All the green leaves turned by frost
To vivid tartan plaid.
Obligato solo
for our music column.
Allan Ramsay

PANTS AND SKIRTS

THE LITTLE BEAUTY SHOP

The Rubinstein Club

mersoti
Radio

is visiting his
and Mrs. M. A

EMERY-Rl BEXSTEIX

Exhibition and Sale of

ANTIQUES

Maine Antique Dealers’ Ass'n
137-lt

AMERICAN LEGION BUILDING

LUCIEN K. GREEN

Miss Ruth Bucklin of Portland is
A simple ceremony Sunday. Oct. 1.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank at the Bryan Memorial Church unit
Gregory'. North Main street.
ed in marriage Miss Miriam Ruben
stein. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Harmon Davis of Portland
Charles Rubenstein and James H.
has been in the city this week.
Emery of Rockland. Maine. The Rev.
Miss [Nina Russell who has been Albert Haigler, pastor of Bryan Me
visiting her brother, A. F. Russell, morial, performed the ceremony.
Palms and ferns were arranged as
Claremont street, has returned to
a background for cathedral candles
Portland.
at the altar.
Mrs. Sette Kometh ]
A party was held in the Owl's Head Thornton presented a program of
Town hall last Tuesday night. The nuptial melodies and Ruby Rathman
guests were Lila Thompson. Edith played the wedding marches using
Gray, Anna Taylor. Lillian Pendle the “Bridal Chorus" from Lohengrin
ton, Bernice Havener, Barbara Mur as the processional.
ray. Carolyn Blackington, Irma
Miss Theresa Rubenstein, sister of
Thompson, Lucille Shute, Elizabeth the bride, as maid of honor, wore a
White, Sylvia Webster, Laura Syl navy ensemble with matching acces
vester, Dorothy Demuth, Robert sories and corsage of sweetheart roses.
Learned. Clyde Achorn, Robert Herbert Wetherhand was best man.
Saunders. Edward Peaslee, Billy Fos
The bride was gowned in a smart
ter, Maurice Harvey. Grant Davis, fall model of navy blue with hat. slip
Solomon Cohen, Stuart MacAlman pers and gloves to match. A corsage
David Mazzeo, James Harding, Albert of sweetheart roses was arranged at
Pease. Jessie Snowman went as thc shoulder.
chaperone Dancing was enjoyed and
The bride has been in Miami 15
refreshments were served.
years, coming from Birmingham. She
was graduated from the Ida M. Fisher
The Rockland Savings Bank Christ High School and attended the Uni
mas Club for 1936 will close Nov. 21st versity of Miami. She Is a talented
and after that date no further pay violinist and singer. Mr. Emery is 3
ments will be received. Checks in nautical engineer.
payment of the 1936 Clubs will be
The couple left for North Carolina
ready Dec. 1st. The 1937 Club official for a honeymoon trip.
ly opens Dec. 1st but to accommodate
—From the Miama (Fla.) Daily
those who wish to start earlier the News, Oct. 11.
different clubs are now open for ad
Mr. Emery is the son of Mr. and
vance payments.—adv.
137-lt
Mrs. James W. Emery, 230 Limerock
street, Rockland. He is employed as
engineer on the 250 foot houseboat
SEVENTH ANNUAL
La Verrion, owned by J. Arthur Moul
ton of New York and Miami, for the
seventh consecutive season. This
popular young couple will reside in
Miami where they have a large circle
of friends.

THE LA FAYETTE
Portland

> by Gladys St. Clair Heistad

These are brand new arrivals of our regular line of
coats

Mr. and Mrs. William Sansom,
Mrs. Thomas Anastasio. Edmund
Sansom, and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Smith of Bath, spent the holiday as
guests of John Sansom at his farm
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover arc ln South Waldoboro.
spending the weekend in Boston.

Nov. 17,18,19

usic

(Plain and Fur Trimmed)

Mrs. William H. Swanson has re
turned to the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs Elliot J. Brewer, after
a 10-weeks’ stay in Philadelphia.
Mr. Swanson, formerly of the Kickapoo, was transferred to the Samuil [
D. Ingham which was recently com
pleted at thc Philadelphia Navy yard,
and is now on its way to Port
Miss Maudie Beaton was ten ere Ange|es Washington, where it will be
a congratulatory miscellaneous s ow j statloned Mr gwanson expects to
er by the girl employes of the J. J. return to Rockland at the end of his |
Newberry Co. Tuesday evening. Miss enlistment next June. Several week
Beaton received many useful and ends were spent in Elkton, Maryland
beautiful gifts Refreshments were with Mr. Swanson's parents.
served. The guests were Mrs. Rob
ert Irvin, Mrs. Bertram Gardner,
Mrs. George Palmer is seriously ill ;
Mrs. Sidney Oxton, Mrs. Richard at her home on Pleasant street.
Emery, Miss Flora Cole, Miss Sylvia
t 1
Leighton, Miss Gertrude Philips, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry are |
Irma Mather. Miss Genevieve Gray. spending a few days in New York. ,
Miss Mellissa Bostick, Miss Harriet
Beaton.
Mrs. H. H. Flint, who has been
spending the past three weeks with
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Munsey her niece, Mrs. C. E. Marston, in
were hosts to the Nitsumsosum Club Portland, returned home Friday.
for cards Tuesday evening at their
home on Summer street.
Mrs. Vera French, Mrs. Viva Ifcalloch and Mrs. Florence Knowlton won
Mrs. George Jackson and daugh
high scores Thursday evening, when
ters Edith and Georgia motored to
W.I.N. Club met with Mrs. Loretta
South Oardiner Tuesday and spent
Glendenning.
the day with their grandparents, Mr
and Mrs. J. A. Freeman.
A rehearsal of Rubinstein Chorus
The following won prizes at the in preparation for the Nov. 20 concert
card party held Tuesday afternoon at will be held Monday night at I
Odd Fellows' hall under auspices of o'clock at the home of Mrs. Faith
Miriam Rebekah Lodge, Mrs. Cora Berry, Grove street.

J>hd

Realm or

For sale between the hours of 9 and
4 today, jjl.so Monday and Tuesday,
restaurant turniture,coffee um, regis
ter, mirrors and piano. Munro's
Restaurant. 8 Park St—adv, 137-lt

SEE

ROGERS

GAYNOR

V • • •
Mmes Leonard Sturtevant. Holman.
Hatch. Sanborn Rice. Cary
Harris S. Shaw has sent a program
Mrs. Albee at piano
| Aria—Farewell Ye Hills from Joan d Arc. oi an organ recital given by Porter
Tcbalkowsk:
X
Heaps, organist of the New England
Mrs Marianne Bullard
Mrs Faith Berry at piano
Congregational Church of Chicago,
Vocal Trios—
■
(a) o Dry Those Tears.
Dei Riego in Symphony Hall. Boston, on Oct
ib) A Southern Hush Song.
Lyn 23. This is thc program he presented |
?, j. i-i ‘
Mrs. Mildred Havener. Miss Gladys
—Concert Piece in B Major by Park- j
Mrs.
Muriel
Crie.
Grant.
Mrs Berry at plana
er;
Two Pieces for Organ—Have
6-TUBE AC-DC
Peter Naster.
Verdi
Les Camarades Musicaux
i Mercy Upon Me. O Lord, and PasSUPERHETERODYNE
Rubinstein Club
1st. violin. Miss Bertha Luce; organ , torale from "Le Prologue dc Jesu,' by
Mrs Carl Albee
J. S. Bach; Toccata and Fugue in D
AMERICAN • FOREIGN • POLICE
2nd. violin Merton Sprague; Harp
■ Minor, by J. S. Bach; The Swan by
Francis
McPherson
EMERSON MODEL B-131 — Emerson
Mrs Faith Berry. Director
Saint-Saens; Caprice: The Brook, by ;
Foreign Tuning Principle . . . Velvet
(Mrs. Marianne Bullard and Mrs
Drive Tuning Assembly . . .
Dy
Nettle Nicholson pupils of Miss Lotte
Dethier; Pilgrim Chorus from Tann- I
McLaughlin )
namic Speuki r anil Handsome Matched
! hauser. Wagner; Pour Casual Brevi-'j
Butt Walnut Cabinet with
I ties, by Leach—The Desert, Chollas
Mahogany Inlays.

$2995

FREE HOME TRIAL
EASY TERMS
Emerson Models from $14.95 to $99.95

House-Sherman, Inc.
442 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Chapin Class met this week with
Mrs. Gladys Orff, Ocean street, a
pleasant evening of chat and sewing.
The meeting next Tuesday, night will
be at the home of Mrs. Maud Comins,
Crescent street.
Tlie American Legion sewing circle
which was to have met Tuesday with
Mrs. Mary Haskell, has been post
poned to Wednesday.
*

Miriam Rebekali Lodge will meet
Tuesday night at 7.30. Mrs. Lina
Carroll will be in charge of the after
noon card party. A public dinner
and supper will be given Nov. 17 with
Mrs. Lizzie Smith as chairman.

COMIQUE

CAMDEN
Today, Double Feature
MYRNA LOY, WARNER BAXTER
in
“TO MARY’, WITH LOVE’’
and
“CHARLIE CHAN AT TIIE
RACE TRACK’’
with
WARNER OLAND
Schedule: Matinee, 2 o'clock;
Evening. 6:15 to 11 o’clock

I

cap and pleated kilts;
bare at thc knees—
a clan so proud
called Maple Trees.

See them marching down the street,
Brief, bright skirts aswlrl’
Listen! What a sweet wild tune
Thelr windy bagpipes skirl!
Ethel Romlg Fuller

STATE FAIR
LEW AYRES • SALLY EILERS
NORMAN FOSTER • LOUISE DRESSER

WARREN
Mrs Eleanor Barrett and Mrs.
Nanry clark are openlng their home
Wednesday at l o'clock for a social
afterno<)n of sewing. The small admission charge wi„
added to the
g fund of the CongregatjOnai La- ;

dies' Circle.
Rev. Howard A Welch will have for
{ Dance for You. Candle of Our Lord,
his
morning subject Sunday at the
BENEFIT SUPPER-DANCE and Prickly Pear; Bolero, by Ravel;
and
Toccata:
Thou
Art
the
Rock,
by
Baptist
Church "The Letter Spread
OWL S HEAD TOWN HALL
Mulct. Thc program carried a brief Before the Lord. Church school «
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18
but interesting note regarding the 1100n' and Christian Endeavor at 6.15
at 6.00 P. M.
Hammond Organ-reading:
, Topic for the evening sermon will be
Admission 35c
137-138
"Introduced in April, 1935. thc “Catching Up With Ourselves." The
Hammond organ ls now installed in choir anthem at the morning worship
nearly 25C9 homes, churches, schools is “Home At thc lEnd of the Read"
and studios. It has awakened wide (Wilson), and contains incidental
spread interest in organ music. New solo by Roger Teague, tenor; and duct
ton High School was the first of by Mr. Teague and Mrs. Avis Norwood,
NOVEMBER 16
many educational institutions to contralto.
Frank Drewett of Middleboro, Mass.,
purchase the Hammond Organ and to
include its study in the school cur is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Drew
riculum. First of the major annual ett. Mrs. Frank Drewett, who recent
musical events In which the Ham ly visited here, has returned home,
mond was heard was the Worcester but Mr. Drewett will remain for a few
Music Festival of 1935. where It weeks.
Mr. and Mrs John Marshall, Mrs.
proved most successful as an accom
panying medium for the large chorus. Augusta Moen and children Elma and
It is used in convert by many famous Herbert and George Leonard were
organists—Pietro Yon. Mauro-Cot- visitors Wednesday in Penobscot at
tone. Heaps. Del Castillo, Flandprf, thc home of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
and by scores of prominent AGO. Bridges.
HEAVY TIN' MILK PAILS
members." It Ls understood that Mr.
Joseph Connell is receiving treat
Shaw himself is very much interested ment at Knox Hospital for an ear
60c Value
ln this instrument and endorses it injury received several years ago.
MONDAV FORENOON
heartily.
Lcut Perrault, Sr., is confined to
only 39c
Rockland has two Hammond | jjjg ihcme by illness.
Four Southern Cruise Voles
organs—at the Universalist Church
Georges River Lodge, K. of P, will
with each pail
I and a privately owned instrument in work the rank of page on one candi
stalled at the Burpee Furniture Store. date at its meeting Nov. 24.
Afternoon Speeial!
Burleigh Mank, who has been ill,
,
NAIL HAMMER
The many friends Leon Zawisza
is recovering.
Made by Winchester, a good value
made during his summer sojourn in
Mrs. Ruth Harvey of Rockland was
for $1.25
Rockport will be interested to learn
recent guest of her aunt, Mrs. John
Sale Price
that he has a position with the
Marshall.
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra
only 98c
Mr. and Mrs. William Stevens were
t and is already engaged in hls musical
Eight Votes with eaeh hammer
visited last week by Mr. and Mrs.
duties. Mr. Zawisza was graduated
I from Curtis Institute of Music last Winfield Jones of Whitinsville, Mass.
These are Cash Prices Only
The sum of $73.70 was netted from
June, having specialized in orchestral |
and quantity is limited
the fair, supper and social sponsored
violin.
Thursday by the Congregational La
• • • •
Paul White, associate conductor of dies' Circle.
'William Stevens.. loom fixer in the
the Rochester Civic Orchestra, has
Hardware and Sporting Goods
received word that Ieopold Stokowski mill, has been confined to his home
SYNDICATE BLOCK
328 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
lias chosen his "Voyage of the two weeks by illness. He is improved.
Lyman Randall and Maynard O.
Mayflower' for chorus and orchestra

MONDAY SPECIAL

Charles Molway, son of Jeannette
(Huntley) Molway of Staten Island.
N. Y„ is in the city, called by the ill
ness of his grandfather, Capt.
Henry Huntley whose condition con
tinues critical.

Scarf and
Boughs,
Never was
As this,

TCOAY
IIOI’-ALONG CASSIDY
RETURNS"

with
WILLIAM BOYD

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

HERECOMEs
%
IT CLIMAXES 30
YEARS OF SCREEN
ACHIEVEMENT!

4,

CARL LAEMMLE presenls A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

EDNA FERBER'S'

A

with

IRENE DUNNE, ALLAN JONES
CHARLES WINNINGER, HELEN MORGAN
NOW PLAYING
"VALIANT IS THE WORD FOR CARRIE"
with
GLADYS GEORGE. ARLINE JUDGE

H. H. CRIE & CO.

Phone 892
Matinee 2.00; Evgs. 6.30

8.30.

Cont. Sat. 2-10.30
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Every-Other-Day

(

The stork brought this
youngster during the
height of Johnstown,
Pa.. Hood but Red Cross
nurses and hospitals
were ready for such
emergencies.

Red Cross rublic Health
Nurses engaged in a ty
phoid epidemic in Ken
tucky start
for their
rounds of visits.
Red
Cross
nurses,
besides
year round work in al
most '00 communities,
are called for disaster
relief and in epidemics

Through its varied serJ vices the Red Cross

aids disaster stricken-,
safeguards life; helps
the needy-, trains for
safety-, protects public
health. _) 'ouryMembership
in the Red Cross sup
ports this free service.

Canteen

FIRST AID

+ STATION

Junior Red Cron
boys and girl. of
Toledo, Ohio, de
vote spare hours
to repairing and
making toys for
other
children
Eight million chil

workers

organized
on
a
volunteer basis
give such
vital
help as this In
time of disaster.

dren are enrolled
under the banner
"I Serve” for such
volunteer work.

When you see this
sign
it
means

These are mem
bers of Spring-

there
Cross

Through
the
Home
Hygiene and Care of
the Sick courses of the

field, Mass., Can
teen Corps who
fed thousands dur
ing 1936 Spring

Red
Aid

station close by,
where first alders
are
trained
to
treat the injured.
This new service
of the Red Cross
has
dotted
the
nation's highways
with
first
aid

Red Cross thousands
learn better health.
Here is a Junior Red

floods.

is a
First

Cross member learn
ing hygiene for the
baby.

posts, In a drive
against the huge
death toll from
motor accidents.

During 1936 floods and torna
does the Red Cross rescued,
fed, clothed, housed and gave
medical aid to 131,000 families.
Rescue workers shown at
Wilkes-Barra, Pa.

Hundreds of Red
Cross volunteers write
books in braille for
blind readers. Photo
shows W.P.A. worker
brailling a book under
direction of Red
Army bombers dropped food on flood isolated sections of Penn
sylvania for the Red Cross during 1936 Spring floods—a dramatic
phase of Red Cross disaster relief.

Cross.

Inch of Wytopitlock. Orett Robinson

CAPT. F. R. SPOFFORD

Agalnst the rocks the glittering foam is
curled:
Breath ls adventure salts' and brave and
sweet
Where vast horizons curve about the
world
And ocean and the blue shadow of eve
ning meet!
Frances Frost

Northeast Harbor

Capt. Frank R Spofford of Otis
street died suddenly on the Donald
E. Dodge motorboat Gamecock .n
Harnett township. N. C„ Monday.
Funeral services will be held at the
First Baptist Church Sunday after
noon at 1.30. Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald officiating.
Capt. Spofford was born in Boothbay Harbor, the son of Hiram A. and
Margaret Crooks Spofford. For sev
eral years he was on the steamers
of the Eastern Steamship Lines, fol
lowing which he was in the employ of
the Snow Marine Co. During the past
six years his service has been with
Donald E. Dodge, summer resident ot
Rockport.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Bertha Warren Spofford; his daugh
ters, Mrs. Margaret Hocking, and
Miss Dorothy; a son. Harold; also by
his mother and a brother and sister.
Burial will be at Boothbay Harbor.

Brothers and sisters of the Light
house and Coast Guard family, we
have been so busy trying to make
ends meet since we left Deer Island
Thoroughfare that we have not had
time to think about writing until
now.
Keeper Conary was retired May 1,
so now we feel out of the lighthouse
LARGER SHIPMENTS
family. He is much better than
when we left the station, but is far
Sending More Manufactured
from well now. He woud be glad to
Commercial Goods West and
see any of the lighthouse brothers or
to hear from them.
Very nice letters were received from
Mrs. Joseph Muise while they were
An increase of 85.6 percent in the
on Deer Island Thoroughfare Light shipments of manufactured and com
and we would like to know who took mercial commodities from Maine to
their place.
agricultural areas since the institu
tion of the Federal Farm program is
reported by the Agricultural adjust
Portland Head
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Morong of ment administration.
A study of waybills of freight load
South Portland and Mr. and Mrs. W
C. Dow of Portland were callers last ings. the administration reported
showed a total of 72,908.000 pounds
Saturday evening on F O. Hilt.
had been shipped from Maine to the
R. T. Sterling has returned from a
areas west of the Mississippi and
business trip. He was overnight
south of the Potomac and Ohio rivers
guest Thursday of E. E. Kinney.
in the year ended June 30, 1935. Two
F. O Hilt and family entertained years earlier, the total was 39.287,000
Sunday Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Thomas, pounds.
son Deane, Miss Anne Wilson. EllFor the year ended June 30, 1934,
wyn Cleary and Charlie Wilson of the total was 75,053,000 pounds, or
Lynn, Mass.
2.9 percent greater than the following
Miss Marion Sterling of Peak's year.
Island was guest of her aunt Mrs R.
T. Sterling over the holiday and Mr. called on Keeper and Mrs. Cuskley
Sterling entertained Edgar Webster at Portsmouth Light where they met
Mr. Miller and Mr. Beal. Clouds
of Danvers, Mass.
Mrs. F. O Hilt was hostess to her were in the sky when they started
club all day Thursday. Business but the sun came through helping
seems quite brisk with the ladies— make a wonderful trip.

they chat a lot. sew a little, knit a
while and eat when it is time
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Sterling with
guests Mrs. W C. Dow and Mrs. F.
O Hilt, motored Tuesday to Ports
mouth, N. H. Time went rapidly
with shopping and luncheon. They

With patience then,
ships abide—there is
ebb until full tide.
Edith Tatum

CASTINE NORMAL

was selected as class advisor for the
year.

(By Ermo Scott)

Principal and Mrs. Hall, and Mr.
and Mrs. Ermo Scott attended the
fall meeting of the New England
Teacher Preparation Association at
the Boston State House on Thursday.
Principal Hall presented a panel dis
cussion item covering the possibili
ties of the laboratory school as a de
vice for in-service teacher training,
while Mr Scott outlined the present
in-service teacher exchange plan,
now in operation for rural teachers
unable to get professional instruc
tion through the regular channels.
While in Boston. Mr and Mrs.
Hall were guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Charles E. Hatch at their modern
home in West Newton. Dr. Hatch is
a professor of dentistry at Tufts
Dental College, and was a former
resident of Dark Hartx>r. Margaret
Hall, a student at Simmons College
this year entertained her parents also
during their stay, being a guest ln
West Newton Friday. Returning to
Maine, the delegates attended the
State football series game between
Maine and Bowdoin.

About 30 students attended *he
educational meeting in Belfast Wed
nesday and heard Cameron Beck dis
cuss school finance.

The Play Production Class, super
vised by Instructor Elizabeth Sawyer,
presented a play during the Friday
morning chapel. Edith Fitzpatrick
of Stonington was listed ln the cast
of characters. Robert Corthell gave
a trumpet solo, and the school
orchestra, directed by Ethel Lee
Wardwell, furnished the musical
part of the program.

The freshman class elected offi
cers Wednesday under the direction
of the Student Senate. They are:
President. Otis Davis of Dan'orth;
vice president, Martha Harris of
Stockton; secretary. Margaret Jowdry of Castine; treasurer Kenneth

THE PRISON PAPER
The Futility of Escape
cussed In the Latest

of “Vox”
cation Week was given in chapel
Monday morning.
Mr. Robinson
presided, following a selection by the
school orchestra, presenting Miss
Alice Huff '37 who read a paper on
the history of American Education
by Marjorie Merryman '37. This was
followed by a talk on general trends
in administration and supervision by
Mr. Robinson. Mr. Scott offered a
few points on changing curricul a
tendencies at the close of the period.
Daily presentations are planned for
the week.

The freshman class sponsored a
second money raising activity when
on Friday night the town and normal
squads tangled in a pre-season
basketball scrap Followed by social
stunts, games and an amateur night
performance; $9 was realized for the
renovation of the social rooms at
Richardson Hall.

MICKIE SAYS
OUH PRlWT SHOP STUDIO IS

ALWAYS SUSY OOIWG ARTISTIC

PRIWTIUG, AUD ALWAYS GLAP

Sunday members of the senior class
going out as teacher substitutes for
the next six weeks left the campus
for their temporary positions. Among
the students were Phillip Robbins of
Belfast and Edith Fitzpatrick of
Stonington.

High on the mountainside the Red
Cross first aider is prepared to treat
the injuries of the : ki jumper. More
than a million persons have been
trained in this aid to the injured work,
and approximately the same number
in water life saving.

TO PO MORE

WHAT IT TAKES

TO PO ARTISTIC PRlRTlUG ,

WE GOT, MEAWIW& TMPE, IHK,
PAPER,PRESSES AMP THE
“KUOW HOW"'

“The Futility of Escape." is the
subject of one of the leading articles
in the current issue of Vox. the
Maine State Prison newspaper. It normal life soon as possible. Being
follows;
more mature his mind is more
“Upon the return of Acting settled. In other words he has a
Deputy Chapman from Poughkeepsie. balance wheel that works sufficiently
N. Y. with a man. who had escaped well to prevent him from making a
18 years ago while serving under for rash move. He will consider the pro
mer Warden Ham we sought an in-1 and con of a successful walk out and
terview for the purpose of getting a will invariably decide that the sensi
brevity for our column. But Acting ble way is not to take a chance. He
Deputy Chapman s comments on th° knows that to escape while a trusty
futility of escape rates an article. is an act of dumbness for it takes
We will endeavor to present his re neither brains nor guts.
marks as accurately as our memory
“In either event an escape by' a
permits Our Acting Deputy said; trusty or even a prisoner from within
‘An inmate who escapes from prison the walls is only deferring for a time
must necessarily be either a trusty the actual serving of his sentence
outside the walls or one from within with an additional term for escap
the walls The difficulties of the ing. Our modern civilization with
latter are. of course, greater than its many methods of detecting crimi
those of the former. Many may ask: nals makes this a certainty. A per
Why does a prison have trusties? son today applying for work must
Well, they are a necessity for there submit to finger printing by many
is much work outside the walls as companies. A1J. government depart
well as inside. This outside work is ments require it. A minor infraction
essential and men must be trusted, to of the law and he is picked up to
a certain extent, to do it.
undergo finger printing. He may be
"A prisoner is made a trusty after arrested on Ju6t suspicion. Thus
a close scrutiny of his record before he is never immune from detection.
j and after incarceration, a careful ob All this leads directly back to prison
servation of his attitude and behavior if the person be a fugitive. Now supuntil it is apparent that his charac
teristics are such that he may be re
lied upon to perform work outside
the walls But sometimes there is a
trusty, who from some hidden mo
tive er defect in character that was
not evident to the officials takes an
AW G.L. Then atJain there may
be no reason, whatsoever just an un
governable impulse. Long-timers are
not so susceptible to this wander
lust, as it were, as short timers. This
may seem to be a deduction 4ontrary to sound sense for the former
would, on first thought, seem to have
the greater cause for taking it on the
‘lam,’ especially if working outside.
Let us consider the two groups.
“First: the majority of short-tim
ers are young fellows. They are
lively, energetic, quick to display
by Mansur T.
emotions and rather impulsive. Be
ing thus constituted they may Just
possibly on the spur of the moment
news
go 'over the hili' to, what they be
lieve, freedom. Of course this may

Warden of the Canal Zone Prison, nett); '
He was personal aide to the late Maj. Jimmy
Gen. Edwards, and showed plainly Fields)
the association by his manner Also
he was a member of the American
Military Mission to London during
the World War. where he was at
tached to the Royal General Staff.
As ranking officer, for over a week
he commanded Lieutenant Edward
Albert Windsor, (better known as
H.RH Prince of Wales) now King
Edward VIU. Few men have held
this distinction and fewer Americans.!
Captain Gamache also served in the
line in France. The Captain is a
true gentleman as well as a philoso
pher. His conversation was greatly i
enjoyed by those privileged to meet
him Later there will be an article
based on his philosophy as expounded
by him. He is a deep student of hu
man nature and not uninformed con
cerning prisons and punishment,
modern and medieval.

Atlantic

The many men here, who served
under former Warden Buker, will be
interested to learn he was elected to
the State House of Representatives"'
at the recent election.

RANGES

MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.

Woodshop: Ken Williams as fore
man is efficiently supervising the
construction of various products
made in this our busiest industry.
He has a crew of 19 men and their
big problem is to catch up with the
many orders on hand. Ken's assist^
ant James Mitchell and helpers, are
finishing three lodge chairs at pres
ent. The best piece of work “put
out" by this shop in recent months.
Tin Shop; Lore Legere and assist
ant Herbert Hartford, although only
a two man crew, have made a com
mendable showing for last month.
Warden Johnson kindly gives his
permission to all inmates to receive
from home Thanksgiving boxes con
taining holiday gifts of food, fruit,
etc. This thoughtfulness and kind
ness is sincerely appreciated by all.
Thanks Warden.

Ken Williams, who also operates
the picture machine, passed yours
truly
the following list of the
first eight pictures, that we are to
see these fall months. They are not

AND UP
Your Old Range Taken in
Exchange
Atlantic Ranges arc available In
Black and All Enamel Finishes

EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. 9a0
313-328 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
47-t!

